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ABSTRACT

PROPORTIONAL RATIO REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULES:
A MULTIOPERANT ANALYSIS OF

SAVINGS AND SELF-CONTROL IN RATS
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ERIC L. CARLSON, B.A.
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

M.A., UNIVERSITY OF WEST VIRGINIA
Ph.D.

,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor John W. Donahoe
Professor Will J. Millard
Eight rats

(

&

Rattus norwegicus) were individually

exposed to either closed or open economies in a multioperant experimental setting with a proportional ratio

reinforcement contingency imposed.

Completion of succes-

sive ring pull ratios accrued visually signaled opportu-

nities for access to food and/or water via further ratio

completions on distinct levers.

Successive pellet or

water presentations decreased the remaining available
opportunifood and water opportunities and when the last
the ring pull
ty was depleted, subjects were returned to

option only.

Experiment

1

compared the effects of a

schedule. Rats
simple and forced savings proportional
trials condition
-saved" when reguired to by the forced
the simple proporbut substantial savings occurred in
trials training.
tional schedule irrespective of forced
the presence of
Assessment of responses occurring in
V

specific discriminative stimuli indicated that the rele-

vant operants were under adequate stimulus control.

No

systematic differences were observed in savings responses

within closed or open economies and subsequent work was
conducted in an open economy.

Three of the subjects

exhibited low rates of extended ring pull runs while five
of the subjects emitted moderate to high savings re-

sponses.

Experiment

2

compared the conditional probabil-

ities of feeding and drinking bouts under a proportional

schedule and a "free-choice" condition.

Distributions of

feeding and drinking bout lengths were similar across all

subjects under the free-choice baseline and were not seen
to covary in any way with the differences in ring pull

run lengths observed among subjects under the proportional schedule conditions.

Experiment

3

shifted each sub-

ject's baseline distribution of save runs to a higher

proportion of extended save runs by increasing the refollowsponse cost on the terminal food and water ratios

ing short save runs.

Overall, the proportional schedule

examples
generated rates of saving, hoarding and putative

substantially greater
of "self-control" in rats that were
reported in operant hoarding or

than those previously

self-control literature.

The implications of proportion-

performance are discussed.
al schedule effects for human

vi
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Multiooerant Analysis
As with most other successfully selected sets of

cultural practices, those included in the experimental

analysis of behavior have become increasingly diverse
and complex since their early, relatively simple
origins.

This shift from simple to complex practices

is partly reflected by the evolution in behavior

analysis from exhaustive investigation of a single

operant response class in isolated and impoverished

experimental environments to the investigation of

complex combinations of operants in controlled experimental settings approximating natural environments.

When operant responses have similar selecting

consequences they are said to be members of an operant
response class (Skinner, 1935, 1938, 1969).

Operants

of a given class are further defined as behavioral

units emitted under particular antecedent environmenselecting
tal circumstances and followed by specified

consequences.

If the consequences of an operant

to occur
response make similar responses more likely

these effects
again under similar circumstances, then
this process is
are said to reinforce the response and

1

.

referred to as reinforcement.

Rules specifying the

relations among the three components of an operant,
e.g., the antecedent conditions, the response, and the

reinforcing events, are referred to as contingencies
of reinforcement.

In a standard laboratory arrange-

ment, presentation of food following closure of a

circuit by a lever press or keypeck in the presence of
a given stimulus such as a light or tone is often used

to illustrate reinforcement of an operant response

class

When an organism emits a temporally extended
sequence of various activities, each having a particular selecting consequence, this is said to exemplify

multioperant behavior (Ferster
ley,

1962, 1966; Thompson

&

&

Skinner, 1957; Find-

Grabowski

,

1972).

Among

organisms with relatively complex central nervous
systems, much of their moment-to-moment behavioral

variability can be characterized as multioperant.

In

the laboratory, a multioperant repertoire is generally

defined with somewhat greater precision as

a behavior-

several
al sequence composed of a combination of
each
experimentally defined operant response classes
of reinforceunder control by specific contingencies

ment

.

2

Work by Findley (1962) probably best exemplifies
the early experimental analysis of multioperant repertoires.

Findley provided an extensive rationale for

the importance of expanding behavior analysis from

simple to complex operants.

He also developed a

generalized conceptual framework and notational system
for the description of multioperant procedural para-

digms.

In addition, he presented a detailed account

of numerous experiments utilizing multioperant proce-

The results of those

dures with various species.

experimental procedures demonstrated the maintenance
of precise control over the behavior of subjects under

an extraordinary range of conditions.

Findley's (1962) rationale for the establishment
of multioperant analyses still rings true thirty years

later.

Despite the fact that an organism's behavior

is a continuous "flow" of movement through time and

space, it is equally apparent that the stream of

behavior cannot be studied in its entirety; behavior
must be broken into units of analysis.

Early operant

analyses provided an exacting technology and methodoland
ogy for fractionating behavior into observable

precise
orderly units, thereby permitting fairly

3

.

control over a limited range of specific response

classes
These methods, however, provided a limited set of

data for explanatory extrapolation to the varied range
of natural behavior observed outside the laboratory.

Rather than providing a comprehensive analysis of

a

simple response, Findley (1962) suggested establishing

multioperant procedures to analyze complex samples of
behavior and to continue expanding the scope of multioperant procedures to increasingly complex samples of

behavior as quickly as good experimental procedure and

technology would permit.
Findley's (1962) experimental work exemplified his
prescriptions.

He provided numerous demonstrations of

complex schedule and stimulus control over behavior

using a variety of manipulanda with a broad phylogenic
sample.

These experiments illustrated the arrangement

of increasingly complex and temporally extended con-

tingencies of reinforcement that demanded increasingly

complex behavior samples from the subjects exposed to
those environments.

Eventually these contingencies required the use of

continuous programmed environments with individual
subjects residing permanently in the experimental

4

.

space and satisfying all of their nutritional and

other living requirements via experimentally pro-

grammed contingencies of reinforcement.

Findley's

(1962) work demonstrated that operant procedures could

be used to maintain the behavior and the health of

organisms indefinitely without direct interactions

between subject and experimenter.

Moreover, it showed

that the selecting effects of reinforcement, in conjunction with the generous use of discriminative
stimuli, were sufficient to reliably generate and

maintain complex performances while maintaining experimental control.

This procedure also anticipated the

introduction of a formal distinction between closed
and open economies (Hursh, 1978, 1980) by nearly two

decades

Multioperant analyses can occur under limitless
combinations of reinforcement schedules, but it is

generally convenient to identify two basic classes of
schedule combinations: sequential and branching
(Findley, 1962; Thompson

&

Grabowski

,

Sequen-

1972).

tial multioperants (also known as chained schedules)
response
are those in which one temporally extended
another,
class is completed and followed directly by

which must then be completed, and so on, in

5

a

linear

order.

Branching multioperant schedules (also known

as options or concurrent schedules) are those that

permit the organism to select from one of two or more
available operants.

Concurrent schedules can be

further divided between those having reversible options and those with nonreversible options.

In the

latter, if the subject begins responding on one of the

options, the others become unavailable.

Reversible

options permit a subject to repeatedly switch among

options before satisfying the schedule requirements on
either of the component schedules.
The natural contingencies of reinforcement present
in day-to-day environments of most organisms are often
a rich amalgam of complex schedules having sequential

and concurrent options.

Each schedule in effect at

a

given time exerts control over responses to the extent
that it has been responded to effectively in the past,
and to the extent that the stimulus components of the

schedule compete effectively with the other stimuli

correlated with alternate schedules.

Although sched-

ules of reinforcement can often be discerned in the
to
natural environment, sometimes they are too complex

identify with precision.

However, the

6

components of

such schedules can be isolated and combined systemati-

cally under laboratory conditions.
Both sequential and branching multioperant sched-

ules have been widely utilized in research with non-

human subjects.

In addition, a variety of experiments

have been reported in which nonhuman subjects have
been exposed to combinations of these schedules
(Thompson

&

Grabowski

,

1972).

In fact, virtually all

operant experiments that include more than one explicitly scheduled contingency of reinforcement which the

subject must satisfy during an experimental session is

necessarily composed of either a sequential, a branching, or a combination of these multioperant schedules.

It is of particular interest, for reasons made

clear below, that these multioperant procedures have

generally required that a subject satisfy one contingency requirement before an alternate response option
has been made available.

Even in so-called branching

programs, the subject has usually been required to

select one option and complete it before another set
of options has been made available.

(An important

exception has been in the extensive use of concurrent
and
schedules with reversible options to study choice

matching [Herrnstein, 1981].

7

Research on matching has

generally required that the component reinforcement
schedules be interval rather than ratio schedules
since the former promote switching [and as

conse-

a

quence, matching] whereas the latter do not.)

Human Multioperant Analysis In Continuous Environments
During the same period that the experimental
studies described by Findley (1962) were being conducted, he was performing another set of applied

operant experiments under contract with the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to prepare
chimpanzees for space flight.

With the launch of Yuri

Gagarin in 1961 by the Soviet Union, NASA rapidly
phased out its support of non-human flight initiatives.

Findley then dismantled the stainless steel

operant chambers used to house the chimpanzees during

experimental sessions, and reassembled them as a
single, larger, three-room operant chamber suitable
for a single human occupant (Brady, personal communi-

cation, 18 August, 1981).

A human volunteer then

resided in the habitat for five months during which
more than 90% of his daily waking activities were

brought under effective schedule control.

This demon-

strated that procedures developed by operant researchof noners for producing and maintaining the behavior

8

human subjects could be extended to the analysis of
human performance (Findley, 1966).

Unfortunately,

adverse publicity attended this project and NASA with-

drew its support of further research (Brady, personal
communication, 18 August, 1981).
However, a series of little publicized behavioral

fiascoes occurred in the Skylab missions during the

early 1970s.

The most noteworthy of these was a 24-

hour sitdown strike by crew members on the second

SkyLab mission, although other events have been described

(

Zane

&

Carlson, 1989).

NASA funded construc-

tion of a permanent multioperant human laboratory.
This laboratory for confined microsocieties is situated at The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

and consists of three individual efficiency apartments

connected by a hallway to a larger social living area.
Each apartment can support all the biological and

behavioral requirements of a single individual indefinitely, without direct interaction between subjects

and experimenters.

The social area is capable of

supporting up to three individuals for an extended
duration.

Subject access to all activities is controlled

electromechanical ly and by computer, and depends on

9

the programmed experimental contingencies in effect
for a given experiment (Bigelow, Emurian,
1975; Brady, Bigelow, Emurian

&

&

Brady,

Williams, 1974).

Contingency parameters may range from a relatively
impoverished cycle consisting of the minimum range of

behavioral activities needed to meet basic health

requirements to a rich and varied range of activities

approximating normal day-to-day life in a natural
social environment.

During the past fifteen years

over 200 subjects have resided in the laboratory for

periods ranging from three days to three months
(Bernstein

&

stein, Foltin

Emurian

&

Brady, 1986; Brady, 1986; Brady, Bern&

Nellis, 1988; Brady

&

Emurian, 1979;

Brady, 1983; Emurian, Emurian, Bigelow

Brady, 1976; Emurian, Emurian,

Emurian

&

&

&

Brady, 1978; Emurian,

Brady, 1985; Foltin et al, 1990).

Following the work of Findley (1962, 1966), researchers at the human operant laboratory initially

utilized a sequential and branching program to maintain the behavior of subjects.

In this program com-

pletion of one response requirement (sometimes referred to as the "instrumental response") initiated
access to another response opportunity (sometimes

referred to as the "contingent response").
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With such

a schedule

,

access to the contingent response is

generally assumed to have reinforcing properties which
serve to maintain the instrumental response.

In ex

tended sequential multioperant repertoires (i.e.,
extended chained schedules) a given contingent response serving as the reinforcer for the previous

response also functions as an instrumental response
for the following contingent activity, and so on.
In the human laboratory, completion by subjects of
a

standard sequential program was eventually followed

by a contingent branching schedule in which a variety
of preferable activities were made available.

This

procedure was similar to those described by Findley
(1962, 1966) and those reviewed by Thompson and Gra-

bowski (1972).

Proportional Schedules of Reinforcement
In 1978, Bernstein and Ebbesen described a multi-

operant procedure with human subjects in

a

continuous

confined environment different from that at Johns
Hopkins.

Following the work of Baum and Rachlin

(1969), Premack (1965), Rachlin and Burkhard (1978),

Timberlake (1980), and Timberlake and Allison (1974),
Bernstein and Ebbesen used time-based (rather than
rate-based) measures of responding to assess the

11

effects of making access to higher probability activities contingent upon the prior completion of increases
in lower probability behaviors.

These procedures

typically involved measuring the amount of time that a
subject engaged in each of several concurrently available activities during a "free-choice" baseline condition, where there were no experimenter-imposed con-

straints on the temporal allocation of responses by
the subject.

Subsequent experimental manipulations

would then be arranged to prevent access to one of the

measured baseline activities (the high probability
contingent activity) until a specified amount of an
alternate baseline response (the low-probability
instrumental activity) had been completed.

This class

of experimental manipulations is often referred to as
a contingent baseline procedure.

In subsequent extensions of this research utiliz-

ing another continuous human environment, Bernstein
(

1980 ) reported using a novel procedural variation in

scheduling instrumental/contingent interactions which
he termed a proportional reinforcement schedule.

The

proportional schedule shared some of the same procedures as those used in the contingent baseline procedures.

to
In both procedures subjects accrued access

12

a

given amount of time available for engaging in

a

reinforcing activity as a proportional function of the
amount of time engaged in instrumental responding.
This could be, but was not necessarily, an egual time

unit exchange, e.g., one minute of instrumental re-

sponding to one minute of contingent activity access.
For example, the contingency might be specified so

that for every two minutes spent in an instrumental

activity the subject could earn one minute of access
to a contingent activity.

Bernstein's (1980) proportional schedule departed
from the contingent baseline procedures in an impor-

tant feature, however.

In the contingent baseline

procedure, the experimenter always determined the

moment at which access to the contingent activity was
made available to the subject.

In the proportional

schedule, however, as long as the subject had earned

a

surplus of the contingent activity, instrumental

responding could be terminated and the contingent

activity initiated at any time selected by the subject.

(Although there was no "changeover delay"

contingency [Findley, 1958] to reduce frequent switching responses, as is typically needed in reversible

option concurrent interval schedules used to study

13

matching phenomenon [Williams, 1988 ], this does not
appear to have posed a problem.)

Alternatively, the

proportional schedule always provided the subject with
the option of continuing to engage in additional

instrumental activity and earning additional time for

subsequent contingent activity.

In addition, once

contingent activity was initiated, there was no obligation on the part of subjects to deplete the currently available supply.

In other words, the subject

could terminate contingent activity and re-initiate
instrumental activity with a surplus of contingent

activity still available.

The proportional schedule

therefore permitted subjects to "store" or "save"
access to preferred activities in an account which

could be drawn from at times selected by the subjects
themselves.

To summarize, the key feature of the

proportional schedule that distinguished it from other

contingent baseline schedules was that the subject was

permitted to switch freely between instrumental behavior and contingent behavior as long as there was an

available, previously earned, surplus of the contin-

gent activity.
schedIt should be noted that as the proportional
several
ule was defined and implemented there were

14

possible ways subjects could allocate their time and
still satisfy the response requirements.

At one

extreme, subjects might increase their levels of in-

strumental responding in order to defend or maintain
their free-operant baselines of time engaged in the

contingent activity.

At the other extreme, subjects

could engage in the same amount of instrumental activity as that emitted during their free-operant baseline

and take a loss in the amount of time available to

engage in contingent responding relative to that free-

choice baseline.

In addition,

there are infinite

gradations of possible response allocation outcomes
between these extremes.
It will be seen from the foregoing discussion that

proportional schedules share an important feature with

concurrent schedules having reversible options: the

organism is permitted to switch between two alternative response classes without first satisfying or

completing a component schedule requirement as subjects are required to do in chained or nonreversible

However, a proportional

option branching schedules.

schedule procedure departs radically from the features
of a nonreversible concurrent schedule in so far as

the component operants in a concurrent schedule are

15

all designated (and function as) instrumental activi-

ties and each provides a specific reinforcement when

that component's requirements are met.

By contrast, in

a proportional schedule a hierarchical and contingent

dependency exists between the two response classes
such that switching is permitted if a minimum response

requirement (either in time or count) of one of the
operants (the designated instrumental response) has

already been satisfied.
In the standard proportional schedule procedure

with human subjects (Bernstein, 1980), the subjects
remained uninformed as to the quantitative relations
between instrumental and contingent activities imposed
by the experimenters and no counting devices were

provided to enable subjects to determine how much of
the contingent activity was available.

Instead, a

light or other visually discriminable stimulus was

presented to indicate that

a

was not currently available.

contingent excess was or
Subjects were given

verbal instructions for making this discrimination.
In the past several years collaboration between

researchers at the two human multioperant laboratories
has resulted in the adoption of Bernstein's proporlaborational schedule procedure at the Johns Hopkins

16

tory.

These researchers have completed a number of

experiments utilizing the proportional schedule.

Although the specific experimental guestions addressed
by these experiments have varied, they have all re-

ported an anomalous finding with the proportional
schedule.

Once the proportional contingency relation-

ship was imposed, individual subjects emitted enough

instrumental activity, and limited their contingent

activity sufficiently to insure that they always

maintained a contingent activity surplus.

In effect,

to borrow a personal finance analogy which may serve
to underscore the puzzling nature of the finding, each

subject allocated time to instrumental and contingent

activities so that their individual bank account never
went to zero.

These subjects maintained a buffer

supply of the contingent activity available even when
the contingency required them to double their instru-

mental activity output and even if the time required
to do so then precluded maintenance of their baseline

levels of access to the contingent activity (Bernstein
&

Brady, 1986; Brady, 1986; Brady, Bernstein, Foltin,

&

Nellis, 1988).

The same findings have also been

reported with subjects residing in the continuous

environment while under the influence of potent doses
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of marijuana (at which time instrumental
responding

actually increased) (Foltin, et al., 1990).
As described and implemented by Bernstein
(1980),

and others (Brady, 1986; Brady, Bernstein, Foltin,

&

Nellis, 1988; Foltin, et al., 1990) the proportional

reinforcement contingency has been based on the amount
of time the subject spent engaged in an instrumental

or contingent activity, but this is not a critical

feature of the schedule.

Proportional schedules may

be arranged which retain all of their defining fea-

tures while using rate of responding as a basic datum.
An analogy to a rate-based proportional schedule is

provided by the concept of a no-interest bank account.
The total amount of money placed into the account
(rate of instrumental activity) is proportional to the

amount of money that can be withdrawn (contingent

activity or rate of reinforcement)

.

As in bank ac-

count withdrawals from an automated teller, contingent

activity can occur at any time as long as there is an
available surplus.
For standard multioperant direct sequential and

branching schedules of the sort used in the human
laboratory at Johns Hopkins for over a decade, there
is an abundant background of relevant experimental
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literature derived from non-human research.

This

literature provides an exhaustive component analysis
of the effects of each type of simple reinforcement

schedule alone as well as the effects of higher order

schedules produced by various combinations of simple

schedules with one another.

In short, for sequential

and branching schedules there are detailed, empirically based descriptions of how the contingencies were

derived and what their standard effects are across the

phylogenic spectrum.

Although proportional schedules do not have

a

prior history of experimental use with nonhuman subjects the schedule has several merits.

It has an

intuitive advantage for use with human subjects in

being in many respects similar to the kinds of natural

,

day-to-day contingencies to which people are

often exposed.

It has also been demonstrated to exert

powerful control over human behavior in continuous

experimental settings.

It will almost certainly find

application in managing individual behavior in remote
or autonomous confined microsocieties operating under

demanding conditions, e.g., long duration space missions.

In short, the proportional schedule is an
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important experimental procedure with potentially

important applications.
However, it is poorly understood from an experi-

mental point of view.

Probably owing to its origins

as a time-based schedule and the difficulties involved
in arranging such schedules with non-human subjects,

its use with non-human subjects has not been reported.
It is not known if the typical human performance on

this schedule is a result of rule-governed or contin-

gency-shaped behavior (Skinner, 1957, 1969) or some
combination of these.

The observation that human

subjects maintain a continuous surplus of contingent

activity available, even when this substantially

decreases the amount of contingent activity and substantially increases the amount of instrumental activity remains an empirical curiosity.

It is not known

if non-human subjects will perform in a fashion at all

analogous to that of human subjects on such schedules.
Closed and Open Economies
It is important to note that the proportional

schedule has, thus far, only been used in continuous

confined human environments.

Those experiments con-

stitute closed economies since all of the subject's

responding takes place within the experiment and all
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of the reinforcement obtained by the subject comes

from experimentally manipulated contingencies.

A

closed economy is one in which access to a particular

reinforcer is available from only one source (Allison,
1983; Hursh, 1980).

Evidence for behavioral differ-

ences between closed and open economies with non-human

subjects is inconsistent (Cole, 1990; Hursh, 1978,
1980; Timberlake

&

Peden, 1987).

The open-closed economy distinction may be of

greater concern in experiments with human subjects
than it is in those using nonhuman subjects.

A ra-

tionale for using continuous experimental habitats is
easily understood if the research is being conducted
for application to extended duration space flight

missions.

Here the issue is primarily one of conduct-

ing applied research in an experimental environment

which has a maximum potential for external validity or
generality to the setting of interest.
In addition, Bernstein (1980) has provided a

cogent rationale and empirical support for the use of
continuous environment habitats for research with
human subjects in studies of contingent baseline
procedures.

One reason for using continuous environ

ments is that it is necessary to have free-access
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baselines which are uncontaminated by extraneous
variables.

A second is that once a contingency is

imposed, it is necessary to restrict access to the

contingent response unless the instrumental behavior
has occurred.

This contingency cannot be imposed with

certainty if the subject leaves the laboratory setting
for some period of time each day.

In some studies

where subjects did not remain in the habitat continuously Bernstein found that the contingencies he im-

posed only were effective for some subjects.

Those

whose instrumental behavior was not affected by the

contingencies within the experimental sessions were
subsequently discovered to be "supplementing" their

contingent activities at home.
An open economy is one in which an organism has
two or more sources of access to a given reinforcer,

commodity or consumable item (Hursh, 1980).

In the

case of most operant experiments using food reinforcement, a subject is maintained at some percentage of
its normal free-feeding body weight by providing

supplementary feedings in the home cage following an
experimental session.
In terms of implications of such research for

understanding human behavior, it may be that open
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economy research is more similar to the daily
lives of
many people in this culture who have rich access to
a

wide variety of consumable goods.
se ^"^-'- n 9 s

In special confined

such as prisons, arctic research stations,

/

or long duration manned space missions, however,

closed economy procedures may be the research strategies of preference, for reasons of external validity
(Carlson

&

Zane, 1987).

It might therefore be prudent

to use closed economies in attempts to model closed

human economies with non-human subjects.

Nonhuman Research In Related Paradigms

Although proportional schedules have not been used
in the analysis of nonhuman performance, the observa-

tion that human subjects, when exposed to such

a

schedule, will emit enough instrumental activity to

produce a surfeit of access to the contingent activity
smacks of hoarding or self-control.

A review of this

literature may shed some light on some of the behavioral processes that may reasonably be thought to

underlie some components of human performance under
proportional schedules.

Operant Hoarding
Hoarding is an ordinary language term used to
refer to behavior that, loosely defined, stores
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a

supply of valued objects for future use.

Most defini-

tions of hoarding, both in dictionaries as well as in
the biological literature, define the behavior as

above with a distinctly teleological flavor.

This

theoretically distasteful verbal behavior can and
should be revised to define hoarding as behavior that
caches a supply of some class of reinforcing objects
and increases the probability that the organism will

retrieve and consume those objects when it is subse-

quently under deprivation conditions with respect to
them.

Although the majority of hoarding studies consist
of non-experimental

,

naturalistic observations of food

hoarding in nonhuman organisms (Vander Wall, 1990), at
the opposite end of the continuum, there are applied

behavior analysis studies which have used the term to
refer to human behavior in non-food related, clinical

circumstances such as hoarding of magazines and "junk"
(Ayllon

&

Michael, 1959) and clinically dysfunctional

towel hoarding (Ayllon, 1963).

Lest hoarding by

people be thought to only occur among those with
clinical behavior disorders, it can be mentioned that

hoarding of gasoline during an oil shortage, or of
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food and candles before an anticipated hurricane
have

both been widely observed in this culture.

Hoarding probably does not refer to a single

unitary behavioral phenomenon.

Since the term is used

to refer to a broad class of storage responses which

range across the phylogenic spectrum from bees and

wasps to dysfunctional and normal human performance,
it seems that the ecological contingencies of selec-

tion responsible from one instance to the next across

phylogenic extremes are likely to be disparate.

In

most naturalistic behavioral ecology studies the

phenomenon is regarded as behavior primarily under the
control of phylogenic selection contingencies and the
role of reinforcement or ontogenic selection processes

may be looked at primarily in terms of the species

response to variations in a given ecological niche.
In many documented cases of hoarding it is clearly a

product of coevolutionary processes in which an animal
and a plant species both benefit from an animal's

hoarding behavior (Vander Wall, 1990).
In other cases, environmental variables clearly

contribute to the occurrence of the response.

As a

consequence, attention will be confined primarily to
the
the so-called operant hoarding literature in which
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hoarding response is to a large extent demonstrably
under the control of an environmental variable with a

reasonably apparent learned component.
There is, however, a paucity of operant literature
on hoarding behavior.

Much of the literature in which

hoarding is remotely regarded as a response of interest been the literature of optimal foraging (Commons,

Kacelnik, Shettleworth, 1987; Shettleworth, 1988).
However, in cases of operant or ecological analyses of

foraging, hoarding responses are used merely as a

vehicle for understanding subsequent foraging strategies where the foraging strategies may then be under-

stood as behavior aided by memory or stimulus control
factors (Sherry, 1987; Shettleworth, 1988).

Little or

no attempt has been made to account for hoarding

behavior per se in the foraging literature, since it
is often assumed to be a response which is to be

understood primarily in terms of phylogenic contributions

.

A number of conflicting accounts have been offered
for hoarding by rats (Bindra, 1948; Morgan, Stellar

&

An early report of hoard-

Johnson, 1943; Marx, 1950).

a
ing by rats in operant chambers (Myers, I960) noted

variety of conditions under which the behavior oc-
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curred.

Myers reported that half of a group of eight

female hooded rats were observed to hoard 97.0 mg

Noyes food pellets by accumulating them in the food

tray under varying food deprivation conditions ranging
from 24 to 72 hours.

They also hoarded despite the

presence or absence of free access to water in the
operant chamber.

Each of the subjects that hoarded

did so under at least two different schedules of
reinforcement, including CRF, VI

1

m,

schedules in ratios ranging from

2

to 10.

FI

3

m,

and FR

Within a

session, as pellets were hoarded lever pressing rates

declined and eventually ceased.

Satiation factors

were discounted, however, since hoarding occurred

within receipt of as few as 28 pellets and subjects
immediately resumed eating in home cages.
of pellets hoarded ranged from

6

The number

to 27 pellets.

No

attempt was made by the author to account for the
behavior.

Killeen (1974) reported that rats responding on

a

CRF schedule often pressed a lever two to three times

before moving to the food cup to consume the pellets.
Subsequently, he varied the distance between the food

tray and the lever and found that as the distance
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between the two was increased the number of responses
increased before the rat moved to the food tray.
In a recent report of operant hoarding (Cole,

1990), rats were placed on a modified multiple contin-

uous reinforcement-extinction (mult CRF EXT) schedule.

Transitions from the CRF to EXT components occurred

whenever there was an interresponse time (IRT) exceeding 1.0 s.

This prevented rats from going to the food

tray between successive lever presses without termi-

nating the CRF and initiating a 10.0 s EXT component.
At the start of a CRF component a cuelight was illumi-

nated and the first response produced a pellet in the
tray and initiated a 1.0 s IRT criterion.

Subsequent

lever responses occurring within 1.0 s from the previous lever press produced additional pellets in the
A second condition used

tray and were termed saves.

an identical schedule but differed in that pellets

were "banked" and not delivered to the food tray until
the lever response IRT exceeded 1.0 s and EXT compo-

nent was initiated.

Pellets were then delivered to

the tray in an amount equal to the number of lever

presses that had occurred in the previous run of lever
presses.

As before, saves were determined by counting
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the number of lever presses in that preceding run

minus one.
One animal emitted no save responses after 25

sessions and was discontinued.

Two other rats were

exposed to an ABAB design and each animal's mean

number of saves per CRF component per session were
presented.

Results showed no appreciable difference

in mean saves from the "banking" to the direct deliv-

ery of pellets to the tray.

In both conditions, the

two rats' mean saves per CRF component ranged from
0.89 to 1.33 with standard errors ranging from 0.06 to
0.23.

Cole (1990) reported that the range of saves

made in any given component varied from none to five
or six.
In a second experiment (Cole, 1990), two other

rats were exposed to the same contingency described

above in which pellets were delivered to the tray for

each successive lever press with an IRT less than 1.0
s from the prior lever press.

In a second phase,

during the nominal CRF component, any additional lever
presses made following the initial lever press were
not followed with pellet deliveries.

Thus no matter

how many "savings responses" the rats emitted, these
additional responses were not differentially rein-
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forced.

Results showed that when savings responses

were no longer reinforced, the mean saves per component dropped from 1.37 and 1.15 to .48 and .53 for one
animal, and from 0.55 and 0.35 to 0.19 and 0.11 for
the other subject, in respective phase reversals.

Cole (1990) reported two additional experiments

undertaken in open and closed economies.

In these

otherwise identical procedures, the original savings

contingency described for Experiment

1

was compared to

an "interest for savings" condition in which the

number of pellets delivered to the food tray in

a

savings response run was equal to the ordinal number
of each successive response made in that run.

Thus

the first response produced one pellet, the second

response produced two additional pellets, the third

produced three more, and so on.

This "interest for

savings" condition produced fewer mean savings per

component than the original condition in the open
economy and more saves in the closed economy.

The

mean number of saves per component in the closed
economy, however, was below 0.85 for all subjects in
all conditions.

Cole's (1990) procedure for the analysis of operant hoarding allowed variations in a number of parame-
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ters while maintaining a standard baseline procedure
for making continued comparisons.

The results demon-

strated that subjects would, on the average, emit

between two and three lever presses (completing one to
two savings responses, respectively) in a given CRF

component before pausing to move to the pellet tray.
Similar results have been reported by other researchers in systematic replications of this procedure
(Young, Buettner, Gipson

&

Waters, 1991).

Self-control

Although there is not an extensive experimental
literature demonstrating that hoarding responses are

modifiable by contingencies of reinforcement, there
does exist an abundant operant literature analyzing
the conditions controlling choice responses between
immediate, small reinforcers and delayed, large reinforcers.

This literature has its roots in the analy-

sis of choice responding and it is largely guided by

matching and maximizing theories (Williams, 1988).
In the self-control literature it is common to

label those choice responses that produce an immediate

small reinforcer as instances of impulsive behavior
and those choice responses that produce a larger de-

layed reinforcer as instances of self-control.
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In

this view, a choice response is controlled by
the

interaction of two reinforcement parameters
and magnitude.

-

delay

Impulsiveness is said to occur when an

immediate smaller reinforcer determines the choice

response and self-control occurs when the choice
response is controlled by the larger, delayed reinforcer.
A rat on a CRF schedule is faced with a potential

choice situation with respect to lever pressing and
eating pellets. It can lever press once and then pause
to consume one pellet immediately.

Alternatively, it

can continue to lever press several times in succes-

sion without going to the food tray to consume a

pellet between each lever press, thereby delaying its
access to food and eventually obtaining several pellets at one time.

These two response alternatives

illustrate ostensible examples of impulsiveness and
In Killeen's (1974) and

self-control, respectively.

Cole's (1990) hoarding studies, rats displayed choice

behavior that might be described as modest self-control, usually accruing two to three pellets before

pausing and eating.
Human subjects residing in a continuous multioperant environment and exposed to a proportional schedule
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of reinforcement are faced with a similar
choice.

Once they have completed the minimum amount of
instrumental activity needed to obtain access to the contin-

gent activity

,

they can terminate further instrumental

activity and immediately gain a short temporal period
of access to the contingent activity.

labeled an impulsive response.

This could be

Alternatively they may

continue engaging in instrumental activity, thereby

delaying access to the contingent activity and insuring that a longer period of contingent activity is

available when the instrumental activity eventually is
terminated.

In this case, the behavior might be

classed as an example of self-control.
In self-control research with non-human subjects,
a

procedure is generally arranged in which a nonre-

versible option, concurrent schedule is provided so
that the subject can make a choice response to place
itself on one of two contingency tracks.

If one

choice is taken the subject will be given an immediate, small reinforcer, while if the alternate response
is selected, the subject will be given a delayed,

larger reinforcer.

Post-reinforcement adjustment

periods of specific durations follow each schedule

before the next choice option is made available.
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The

durations are set to insure that the availability
of
the next choice response starts following an equal
interval from the start of the previous choice.

This

controls for overall reinforcement density in a given
session and prevents a preference for immediate smaller reinforcers simply because they occur at higher

frequency in the session.

A variety of studies have

been conducted with variations in specific procedures,
but in general it has been found that as the choice

point is placed further away in time from both of the
reinforcers, preference shifts to the delayed, larger

reinforcer choice response (Ainslie
1981; Logue

rick

&

&

Mazur, 1981; Mazur

Fantino, 1976; Rachlin

man, 1983).

&

&

&

Herrnstein,

Logue, 1978; Nava-

Green, 1972; Snyder-

Thus as delay increases, impulsive re-

sponses give way to self-control responses.

In the

nonhuman self-control literature the magnitude of the
available reinforcers is generally seen to exert less
control over the choice response than the length of
the delay between the choice response and the presen-

tation of the reinforcers.
The implications of these findings for predicting
the effects of a proportional schedule with nonhuman

subjects must be guided by the recognition that, in a
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proportional schedule, a relatively immediate,
small
reinforcer is always available following completion
a

minimum instrumental component.

of

Therefore, based on

the general results of self-control paradigms with

nonhuman subjects, it might be expected that responding under proportional schedule contingencies would

primarily result in immediate termination of instrumental responding to obtain reinforcement.

In con-

trast to the results obtained with human subjects

under proportional schedules, the nonhuman self-control literature suggests that impulsive behavior may
be expected with nonhuman subjects responding in a

proportional schedule.

This at least would be the

predicted outcome if the transition from the termination of the instrumental response to the contingent

response provided relatively immediate reinforcement.
However, if the time and effort required to make the

transition from the instrumental response to the
contingent response were to be increased sufficiently,
it would be expected that this would increase the

probability of "self-control" behavior.
The Current Investigation
The proportional reinforcement contingency is a

little understood procedure heretofore used exclusive-
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..

ly with human subjects in a closed
continuous multiop-

erant environment.

it has been demonstrated to exert

powerful control over human behavior in those experi-

mental arrangements.

To the extent that these experi-

mental environments approximate certain types of
natural settings it is reasonable to suppose that the
effects of such schedules may be extended to such

settings
Despite the potential utility of such a contingency, it is poorly understood from an experimental point

of view.

Unlike the majority of behavior analytic

contingency procedures which originated in nonhuman
learning laboratories and were gradually extended

through a series of systematic replications to applied
settings (Johnston

&

Pennypacker, 1980), the propor-

tional reinforcement contingency does not have a

history of prior experimental analysis in simplified
settings
Moreover, the results obtained with human subjects

exposed to proportional contingencies are anomalous.
Specifically, human subjects have been consistently
seen to allocate their activity to include unnecessary

excesses in instrumental performance and corresponding
losses in their access to contingent activity.
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An

analysis of the variables controlling
responding under
proportional schedules is called for.
Often behavior analysis moves from the simple
to
the complex, but the current suggestion is to move
in
the other direction.

The use of nonhuman subjects may

help to understand complex human behavior under proportional reinforcement schedules.

A rationale for

this strategy may clarify the motivations in the

current case.
The experimental analysis of behavior is not an
end in itself.

It has the self-assigned task of

generating a technology for the control of behavior in
those cases where such control is possible and warranted.

Beyond that, however, lies the more complex

task of providing a general, theoretically coherent

account of behavior principles sufficient to permit a

plausible interpretation of those events which are, by
their nature, as yet unavailable for rigorous experi-

mental analysis.

In order to accomplish either of

these tasks, behavior analysts may utilize three

general interpretive strategies; verbal, formal and

organismic (Donahoe

&

Palmer, 1989; Donahoe

in press; Epstein, 1981; Epstein, 1984).
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&

Palmer,

Verbal interpretation is a time-honored
strategy
of philosophers everywhere.

However, there is an

important distinction to be made between verbal inter-

pretation on the basis of behavior analytic principles
and the more common interpretation from idle speculation.

When providing a behavior analytic verbal

interpretation of complex behavior, the behavior
analyst will confine the account to known principles
of behavior.

The difference between the verbal inter-

pretation of behavior in behavior analytic terms and
its interpretation by a layman is analogous to the

verbal interpretation of stellar evolution by a theoretical astrophysicist and an account of the same

cosmological phenomenon by an astrologer.

In the

cases of interpretation provided by the behavior

analyst and astrophysicist of their respective subject
matters, such verbal interpretations are constrained
by principles obtained first under experimental condi-

tions and subsequently demonstrated through systematic

replications to have widespread reliability and generality.

It may be reasonably thought that when con-

strained by a body of reliable and general experimental analysis which has lead to the fairly widespread

application of an effective technology, the verbal
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interpretations arising out of such a data
base will
be more compelling and useful than
alternative
ac-

counts.

This assumes an appropriate learning history

on the part of the listener (or reader); an ichthyolo-

9ist /s account of the evolution of the sword of the

swordfish

(

Xiphius gladius) is breath wasted on

a

biblical fundamentalist.

Another type of interpretation is that of formal

interpretation using logical or mathematical procedures.

Mathematical models and computer simulations

are common examples of the kinds of tools used in

developing formal interpretations.

In such interpre-

tation, when a formal model is developed whose critical features are constrained by factors known to be

constraining the phenomenon to be explained and when
the performance or predictions of the model then match

or otherwise exhibit critical features of the performance or correctly predict the performance of the

events of interest, then the model may be thought to

provide an approximate understanding of the complex
events.

As in verbal interpretation, formal interpre-

tations are usually made more plausible as a function
of the reliability and generality of the experimental

database which guides them.
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A third type of interpretation is organismic

interpretation.

This is the most common type of

interpretation provided in behavior analysis to date
and includes experimental demonstrations of some of
the basic or specific features of complex human behavior with nonhuman subjects (Catania

Epstein
&

,

Kirshnit, Lanza

Skinner, 1980; Lubinski

&

Cerutti, 1985;

Rubin, 1984; Epstein, Lanza

&
&

Thompson, 1987).

Such

interpretations have the benefit of using a subject
whose phylogeny may have considerable overlap with our
Thus many of the antecedent conditions are

own.

shared without being explicitly known.

In order for

the same antecedents to be used in formal or verbal

interpretations, those antecedents must be made ex-

plicit and often they are known so imprecisely as to
require guesswork (Donahoe
1984)

&

Palmer, 1989; Epstein,

.

The current study was undertaken to begin providing a systematic analysis of the control exerted by

proportional reinforcement schedules over the allocation of patterns of instrumental activity by rats.

An

attempt was made to conduct the research in an envi-

ronment which had the potential to model other general
features of the continuous confined environments used
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for the human proportional studies,

Because the human

studies were conducted in a closed economy,
it appeared reasonable to duplicate this feature

for some

of the rats and compare those results to
parallel

procedures carried out in open economies.
A decision was made to use rates of responding

rather than time-based dependent measures.

Although

this represented a significant formal departure from
the proportional schedules reported with human subjects, several factors controlled this decision.

The

standard temporal measures used with human subjects in

continuous environments are not equivalent to the
standard sorts of fixed or variable interval schedules
used in most operant research.

The latter include a

response component embedded in them as part of the

contingency specification for reinforcement.

There-

fore it would be as much of a procedural change to

adopt an interval schedule as it would be to use a
rate based schedule.

A rate based schedule provides

opportunities for more precise analysis of the relation between what the organism actually does and the

contingent reinforcers than those provided by interval
schedules.

Perhaps most important is the fact that

the critical features of a proportional schedule of
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.

reinforcement are not thought to include
distinctions
between rate-based or time-based reinforcement
since

proportional schedules are defined along other dimensions

.

It was not necessarily expected that a proportional schedule with rats would generate response patterns
in instrumental activity identical to those of human

subjects.

It seemed plausible, however, to assess

whether or not a proportional schedule might generate
vigorous instrumental activity of a sort not typically

observed in nonhuman subjects given

a

free-choice

between immediate access to small reinforcers or
delayed access to larger rewards.

Since the schedule

intrinsically provides the subject with a choice among
a range of

relatively immediate, smaller-magnitude

reinforcers or larger, delayed reinforcers it appeared

reasonable to evaluate the effects of a proportional
schedule in terms of prior experimental results obtained with nonhuman subjects in hoarding or selfcontrol procedures
The general procedural strategy was to present

subjects with an instrumental task (a ring pull response) with a fixed ratio

2

(

FR2

)

schedule.

The

first completion of the ring pull ratio resulted in
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signaled contingent availability of additional
operants.

Either one of these contingent operants (re-

sponses to either of two levers) could be emitted
with
one leading to water and another leading to food and

with both scheduled on an FR2
For each ring pull ratio completed, the subject

obtained one opportunity to obtain either food or
water

.

It was not necessary that the subject take the

opportunity for food or water at that time for, upon

completion of any FR2 ring pull contingency, the
subject also obtained an opportunity to continue

completing additional ring pull ratios.

If the sub-

ject continued with ring pull ratio completions, the

available number of opportunities for completing lever
presses and obtaining either food or water increased
as a direct and linear proportion of ring pull ratios

completed.

In short, subjects could "store" or "save"

opportunities to obtain either food or water by continued consecutive ring pull ratio completions.
Conversely, they could "access" (and deplete) their

stored supply of food or water by an extended run of
lever pressing ratio completions.

Savings responses were defined in the present case
in a manner similar to the definition of saves provid-
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ed by Cole (1990).

it will be recalled that Cole

defined saves in terms of the number of food
pellets
obtained in a given run of lever presses, following

completion of the first lever press and pellet delivery.

That is, saves per run were defined as the

number of pellets in the run minus one.

In the cur-

rent study, since subjects were saving, not opportuni-

ties to obtain and consume pellets, but opportunities
for either pellets or water, the definition of saves

per run was changed to the number of ring pull ratios

completed in a ring pull run minus one.

Since each

ring pull ratio completion produced one additional

opportunity to respond on the levers for food or
water, saves could also be defined as the number of

opportunities obtained in a ring pull run minus one.
The potentially available opportunities were them-

selves defined simply as the number of opportunities

accumulated by the subject and scheduled by the programmed contingencies to be available to the subject
if the subject initiated responses on either of the

levers.

Thus saves were defined for present purposes

as the number of opportunities accumulated prior to

terminating a run of ring pull ratio completions and
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initiating food or water lever presses minus
one
opportunity.

Whether or not subjects would emit any extended
runs of ring pull ratio completions was not apparent
at the outset.

Therefore it was unknown in advance if

the subject's behavior would come into contact with
the savings contingency effects.

The first experiment

simply attempted to assess to what extent, if any,
subjects would acquire the behavior of emitting ex-

tended runs of ring pull ratio completions prior to

completing lever ratios and eating or drinking.
Because it was regarded as plausible that subjects

would not come to emit extended runs of ring pull
ratio completions, subjects were exposed to another
condition, called a forced savings condition, that

required them to complete multiple ring pulls ratios
before the proportional food and water lever contin-

gencies became available.

In this way, if the stand-

ard proportional schedule did not produce savings

responses, it seemed likely that the forced savings

condition might do so.

Moreover, it appeared reasona-

ble to suppose that if this forced savings condition

proved effective, its effects might endure beyond the
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termination of that condition and into the
standard
proportional schedule.
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CHAPTER

2

EXPERIMENT

1

Method

Subjects
Subjects were eight male Fischer CDF( F-344 )/CrlBR

inbred albino rats from Charles River Laboratories,

numbered 2—9.

Subjects were from two litters born one

year apart, with older subjects numbered R4
and R7 and young subjects numbered R2

,

R3

,

,

R8

R5
,

,

R6

and R9.

Both litters were weaned at 21 days and litter mates
were subsequently housed together for the next 13
weeks.

Subjects were then housed individually in

Nalgene bins with floor shavings and with free access
to food and water.

They were maintained on a 12 hour

light on/ light off cycle in their home environment.

They began training in the experimental apparatus at
24 weeks.

When the experimental sessions began, one set of
litter mates was 16 months old and the other set was
seven months old.

The older litter mates had more ex-

tended preliminary training in the apparatus, followed
by several months of no training, but the training

sequences and procedures used in each case were otherwise similar.

Those subjects assigned to the closed
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economy (R4, R5, R6

,

and R7

were not food deprived

)

prior to the start of the experimental sessions.
Subjects R2

,

R3

,

R8

,

R9 were deprived to eighty per-

cent of their free-feeding weights prior to starting

sessions in the open economy.

Apparatus
Two identical, general-purpose, multi-operant test

chambers were designed, constructed and tested.

Each

chamber was 36.00 cm long, 22.25 cm wide and 22.25 cm
from grid to ceiling.

The grid floor consisted of 30

stainless steel parallel rods (0.2 cm diameter) run-

ning from front to back, with approximately a 1.0 cm
space between each rod.

The front wall and hinged

ceiling of the chambers were clear acrylic.
and end walls were aluminum.

The back

There were several

response manipulanda and signal lights in the habitats.

Figure

1

illustrates the apparatus as viewed

from the top and from the front.

Facing the chamber from the front acrylic panel,
the right end wall housed a response lever wheel

mounted 3.0 cm from the grid midway between the front
and back walls.

The lever required a downward travel

of approximately 1.0 cm and force of about .43 N

(+/- .2) to effect microswitch closure.
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Two lights

36.C

cm

>

A schematic diagram of the experimental appaFigure 1
The top figure shows a top-down floor plan and
ratus.
the lower figure shows a front view through the acrylic
panel. The following components are indicated with lower
case letters: a. magnetic reed switch, b. magnet, c. pawl
and ratchet, d. wheel light, e. solenoids for door lock
and unlock, f. tunnel door, g. tunnel entrance light, h.
food lever, i. food lever light, j. food tray, k. water
dipper aperture and signal light, 1. water lever, m.
water lever light, n. ring pull apparatus, o. spare
light, p. wheel lever, g. ring pull light.
.
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were mounted on this end wall; one
in each of the
upper corners 3.0 cm in from the back

and front and

5.0 cm down from the ceiling.

A 1.0 cm diameter ceiling hole was located
2.0 cm
back from the front of the box and 2.0 cm from
the
right wall.

A 3.0 cm diameter stainless steel key

was suspended 8.0 cm into the chamber from a

microswitch located over the ceiling via

a stainless

steel cable (2.0 mm diameter) passed through the

ceiling hole, thereby locating the ring about 3.0 cm
down from the front, right end wall light.

The ring

required a downward force of about .48 N (+/a

.3)

for

distance of about 1.5 cm to close the microswitch

and the microswitch provided an audible click as it

was closed.
An aperture 6.0 cm wide and 6.0 cm high was located with its lower edge at grid level in the center of

the left end wall.

This aperture opened to a tunnel

10 cm long with aluminum walls, acrylic ceiling and

floor of stainless steel parallel rods.

The far end

of the tunnel opened into a running wheel.

The wheel was a standard Wahmann Wheel, modified

with a pawl and ratchet to permit running in one
direction only and fitted with a magnet and ferrous
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metal reed microswitch for counting
revolutions,

The

weight of the magnet on the outer rim of
the wheel
caused the wheel to turn until the magnet

came to rest

at the bottom of its rotation if it had
passed through

the apex at the time the animal ceased running
and

exited the tunnel.

If the subject exited the wheel

during the upward travel of the magnet, the weight of
the magnet would cause the wheel to stop, reverse

direction, and immediately lock up.

was located above the wheel.

The reed switch

This arrangement elimi-

nated erroneous counting of revolutions not directly

produced by the subject, e.g., when imparting some
forward momentum to the wheel while exiting back to
the main chamber.

Visual inspection revealed that

counting error was zero in over 20 running episodes
and overall precision was within +/- one quarter of a

revolution on average.
An acrylic panel was fitted over the lower forward

quarter of the Wahmann wall and

a light was set out-

side the acrylic at about eye level with the animal

while running.

This light was shielded from the front

panel of the main chamber.

Another light, wired in

series with the wheel light, was located 4.0 cm above
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the entrance to the tunnel on the
left end wall of the
main chamber.
A swinging double walled aluminum door
was sus-

pended in the middle of the tunnel.

When unlocked the

door swung freely in either direction and its own

weight returned it to a vertical position while oscillations in its swinging motion were damped within 0.5
s by a spring.

A pair of horizontally opposed linked

solenoids, located above the tunnel door could be

remotely controlled to lock or unlock the door, thereby providing control over subject movement between the

wheel and main chamber.
The rear work panel of the main chamber was sym-

metrically arranged with two standard Lehigh Valley
retractable levers.

The middle of each lever was

located 6.5 cm above the grid and 6.5 cm in from each
of the end walls.

each lever.
tures

,

A lamp was located 8.5 cm above

Between these two levers were two aper-

the lower edges of which were each approximate-

ly 4.0 cm from the grid.

The middle of each aperture

was about 8.0 cm in from the middle of each lever.
The aperture adjacent to the left lever opened to a

standard Gerbrands food tray while the right hand
aperture was fitted with a standard Gerbrands liquid
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dipper feeder (Model G5600): a metal
circular recess
5.5 cm in diameter and 2.0 cm deep.
a lamp

was located

at the top and a 1.3 cm diameter horizontal
opening

was located at the bottom.

The water dipper permitted

the presentation of 0.1 cc of liquid at this hole,

in

all experiments with this apparatus, the left lever

was referred to as the foodlever and the right lever
was referred to as the waterlever.

The corresponding

stimulus lights above each lever were referred to as
the foodlever light and waterlever light, respectively.

Distilled water was used as the liquid source.

A

Gerbrands pellet feeder (Model D-l) delivered Noyes
45.0 mg Formula "A" Dustless food pellets to the food
tray.

Other than the levers, the ring, and the jewel

lamps which were mounted flush to the walls, there

were no other projections into the chamber.
Each chamber was individually enclosed in a sound

attenuating box with continuous fresh air circulation

which also provided masking noise.

A bare, red 15

Watt darkroom lightbulb was mounted on the ceiling of
each box and provided continuous low level illumina-

tion of the chambers.

Both chambers were located

together in an otherwise isolated room.
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The test chambers were connected to standard
elec-

tromechanical relay equipment located in an adjacent
room.

The relay equipment was, in turn, connected to

a

pc “ c l° ne (Leading Edge) computer running under MS-DOS
4.01.

MHz

.

The computer used an 8086 CPU running at 8.0
An I/O board constructed in the Psychology

Department Electronics Shop was used as the interface

between the computer and the relay racks.

The comput-

er was dedicated exclusively to the control of the two

chambers and was located in another room adjacent to
that used for the relays.

All output control and data

acquisition programs were written in Microsoft QuickBASIC Ver. 4.5 as real time subject-interactive pro-

grams or Microsoft QuickBASIC Extended (PDS Ver. 7.0).
Behavioral inputs were read for both boxes every 80.0
ms and any change in output or input from the previous

state was written to a data file with the time, spe-

cific event and box identified.

Periodically, this

data array was written to a hard disk and stored for

subsequent transfer to another computer for analysis.
Cumulative records displaying response rates of
individual operants were produced using The Soft

Cumulative Recorder Ver 1.2 software package from MED
Associates, Inc., and other visual displays of quanti-
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tative information were composed using Jandel
Corporation's SigmaPlot Ver 4.0 graphics software or
Bor-

land's QuattroPro.

Additional data analysis was done

with custom statistical programs written in QuickBASIC
4.5 or using QuattroPro.

Procedure

Adaptation

,

Magazine Training

.

Dipper Training

.

Subjects were prepared for the experimental sessions
in much the same way that rats are normally prepared

for any operant conditioning procedure.

Each rat was

placed in the experimental space for at least three
one hour sessions on consecutive days.

During this

time, there were no programmed contingencies and no

opportunities to obtain food or water.

In subsequent

sessions, subjects were alternately food or water

deprived for 22 hours preceding a session and then
placed in the box for an hour.

If they had been food

deprived, the food lever light was illuminated and

response independent food pellet deliveries were

scheduled on a variable time averaging 90 seconds (VT
90 s).

Animals were observed to insure that they were

eating food within five seconds of delivery prior to
instituting the shaping phase.

If they had been water

deprived, the water lever light was illuminated and
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.

response independent water deliveries
were also scheduled on a VT 90 s. Animals were inspected
to insure

that they were drinking within five seconds
of delivery prior to instituting the shaping phase.

Shaping

.

Next, lever presses on the food lever

were shaped by successive approximations using food
pellets as a reinforcer and a handswitch to effect
food deliveries.

All subjects learned to lever press

reliably within an hour.

They were then water de-

prived for 15 hours and trained to lever press on the
water lever with the water lever light illuminated.
This took three to five 30 minute sessions per animal.
The longer training time required with water as the

reinforcer was thought to reflect

a lower

deprivation

level than that afforded by the food deprivation

procedure.

Subjects were given several sessions of

continuous reinforcement for presses on the food and

water levers and then response requirements were

gradually raised to a fixed ratio

7

(

FR7

)

to establish

that behavior was occurring at moderate strength and
not entirely dependent on very brief ratios.

The

ratio was then decreased to FR2

Discrimination Training

.

Subjects were then

trained to press the food and water levers only when
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the food and water lever lights were
illuminated.

During these sessions, after the subject
had obtained
an initial three reinforcers (any combination
of food

or water) the computer turned off the stimulus
lights
for one minute.

In addition,

if a food or water lever

response occurred within the last 10.0 s of this

blackout period, then the duration of the blackout

would continue for an additional 10.0
of the most recent response.

s

from the time

Thus responses at the

end of the blackout extended the blackout by an addi-

tional 10.0 s.

Once the animal did not lever press

for 10.0 s the lever lights were illuminated and lever

presses were again reinforced on an FR2 schedule.

The

subject could obtain one to three reinforcers in any
sequence or combination of food and water.

The number

available was randomly determined by the computer at
the termination of each preceding blackout period.

Within six sessions all responding had come under
apparently good discriminative control by the lever
lights

Chaining

.

The next training phase established a

chain of responses in which ring pull responses reliably preceded food and water lever presses.

The ring

light was illuminated and ring pull responses were
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established by differential reinforcement of
successive approximations using food pellets.
Establishing
this response took two to three one hour sessions

for

each animal.

Once ring pulls had been reliably estab-

instead of following them with food they were

followed by presentation of food and water lever
lights (which presumably functioned as conditioned

reinforcers) and subsequent lever presses were reinforced with food or water on an FR2

.

Food and water

lever lights were then turned off and lever presses

extinguished until the ring pull response was emitted
at which time lever lights were again re-illuminated.

Once the subjects were reliably cycling through this

chain and obtaining both food and water, the response

requirement for ring pulls was increased from an FR1
to an FR2

.

All animals were then given at least seven

one hour sessions on this schedule.

Closed Economy

.

Subjects R4

,

R5, R6

,

and R7 were

assigned to the closed economy in which all food and

water was subsequently obtained within the experimental conditions and without supplementary food or water
in the home cage.

Subjects were not, however, placed

in a continuous programmed environment.

They were

placed in the experimental chambers for one ten and
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a

half hour session per day.

At the end of that time

they were returned to a home cage for
the remaining
13.5 hours.

During time in the home cage, overhead

lights remained on.

The subjects' weights were re-

corded immediately preceding each experimental session.

Each 10.5 hour experimental session was divided
into seven 90 minute periods.

Four of these periods

(called "work periods") permitted the subject to make

responses that resulted in food and water presentations.

These four periods alternated with the other

three periods (called "run periods") which provided
free access to the running wheel.

Thus, the animals

had access to food and water for 90 minutes at the
beginning, twice in the middle and at the end of every

session and in this way subjects were potentially
exposed to a maximum of four 90 minute training periods per session.
For animals in the closed economy who made saves

within the proportional schedule (see results), it
should be noted that savings of contingent opportunities could occur within, but not across, work periods.

Thus although it has been implied that there was not

limited hold on available reinforcers, this was true
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a

,,

only within limits of a single 90
minute work period.
Savings acquired at the end of the work
period were
forfeited.
At the end of a work period and beginning
of

a

run

period, the tunnel door was unlocked and the wheel
and

tunnel door lights illuminated.

Simultaneously, the

light and food and water lever lights were turned
off.

Responses on the levers or ring had no pro-

grammed consequences and any previously acquired, but
unused opportunities for food or water were lost.
During the 90 minute run period the animal could
remain in the wheel, tunnel, main chamber, or move
freely among these locations.

At the end of the run

period, the ring light was illuminated and the wheel

and door lights were turned off.

The animal could

continue to move freely among locations in the box or
remain in the wheel, however, the next ring pull

response emitted served to lock the door to the wheel

preventing further running until the end of the currently instated work period.
Open Economy

.

The four remaining subjects (R2, R3

R8 and R9 ) were placed in an open economy.

About one

hour following termination of the experimental session
they were presented with supplementary food and water.
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Enough post-session food was provided to
maintain them
at 80% of free-feeding weight, and free
access to water

was provided for a three hour period.

Animals in

these sessions were denied access to the wheel and

were therefore in a one hour work period similar to
the 90 minute work periods experienced by those subjects in the closed economies.

Although it would have been preferable to conduct
90 minute open economy sessions, two closed economy

sessions were scheduled in each box per 24 hour period.

Since together these occupied 21 hours out of

every 24 hour day, this left a three hour period for

conducting the two open economy sessions in each box
as well as for daily testing, routine maintenance and

repair of the apparatus.
Design

.

Half of the subjects in both the open and

closed economy groups began experimental sessions
under the simple proportional ratio schedule and the

remaining half of each economic group began experimental conditions under the forced savings condition.

These conditions were reversed after at least five
days and subsequently reversed again.

Thus the se-

quence of schedule conditions was reversed in a coun-

terbalanced ABA design.

Change to a subsequent condi-
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tion was ma de once the number of food
and water reinforcers obtained in the current condition
had stabilized for five or more consecutive sessions.
Each

subject was run in one session per day.
S imple

Proportional Ratio

.

Throughout all experi-

mental sessions during designated "work periods"

,

the

ring functioned as an instrumental manipulandum and

there was always a fixed ratio requirement of two ring
pull responses (FR2) on the ring for each contingent

response opportunity made available.
a work period,

At the start of

the ring light was illuminated, signal-

ing that programmed contingencies were in effect for

ring pull responses and specifically that ratio com-

pletions would be followed by food and water opportunities.

Completion of an FR2 ring pull requirement

produced one increment in the number of available
opportunities to obtain reinforcement by completing
ratio requirements on the food or water levers.

Continued completion of ring pull ratios resulted in
additional increments of available opportunities to be

reinforced by responses on the food and water levers.
Thus six ring pulls in succession (three FR2 ring pull
completions) provided the subject with three opportu-

nities to obtain any combination of food or water
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.

reinforcement following the appropriate
lever presses.
Figure 2 provides a schematic state-notation
flow-

chart of the behavioral contingencies
which the subjects satisfied in their progress through
the

program.

work periods

,

food and water levers were

designated as contingent manipulanda.

The ratios

scheduled for both levers were always identical within
a given

opportunity cycle.

Whenever such an opportu-

nity was presented the food and water lever lights

were simultaneously illuminated.

The first response

made on either lever then caused the light over the

alternate lever to go out and rendered further responses on that alternate lever ineffective.

Once the

selected food or water lever ratio was completed and
the food or water was presented the number of avail-

able reinforcement opportunities was decreased by one
and either of two conditions then followed.

If the

most recently obtained reinforcement exhausted the
available reinforcement opportunities, the light over
that lever went out and only the ring light remained
on.

If,

instead, one or more additional reinforcement

opportunities remained available, both lever lights
were illuminated again and remained so until another
lever press was made on either lever
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Figure

2.

Flow chart schematic of proportional ratio

reinforcement contingency.
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Forced S avings Proportional Ratio

.

The forced

savings contingency operated exactly as the
simple

proportional schedule did with the following exceptions.

At the start of a work period (or at the start

of a session for the open economy subjects), the
first

opportunities were obtained in the normal way, but as
soon as a subject depleted its available reinforcement

opportunities, the next ring pull responses marked the

initiation of a forced savings contingency.

In this

arrangement, a random number of saved opportunities

ranging between two and four was selected by the

computer program and targeted as the minimum number of

opportunities which had to be acquired before the

opportunities would actually become available to the
subject.

The lever lights would not be illuminated

until this targeted number of opportunities had been
acquired.

This contingency, could therefore be de-

scribed as a higher order multiple
an initial variable ratio

(

schedule in which

VR6 ) component (ring pulls)

was followed by repeating concurrent FR2 FR2 compo-

nents (food or water levers) with nonreversible op-

tions and with the number of repeated concurrent

schedule components determined by the length of the

preceding VR component divided by two.
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Subjects could

.

.

.

avoid all randomly selected opportunity
savings requirements by completing additional ring
pull ratios
prior to the depletion of the currently
available

opportunities
Results and Discussion

General Performance Parameters.
All subjects reliably gained access to food and

water under both the simple proportional schedule and
the forced savings proportional schedule.

However,

those subjects in the closed economy gradually lost

weight over the six weeks during which the experimental sessions were conducted.

These subjects began the

experimental sessions at their free-feeding weights.
By the final sessions at the end of six weeks, R5 and
R7 had dropped to 75% of their free-feeding weights

and R4 and R6 had dropped to 85% of their free-feeding

weights

Comparison of Test Environment Effects

.

There

were not apparent systematic behavioral differences

produced by exposure to one of the boxes or the other

Although generally a subject was run repeatedly in the
same box, on some occasions there arose a need to

switch a subject to an alternate box.

This never

occasioned systematic or discernible differences in
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either the number of ring pull
responses emitted, the
amount of food or water obtained or
the distribution
of ring pull ratio run lengths.
Egually compelling in
this regard was the observation that
among
the "group"

of four subjects assigned to each box,
at least one

subject from each box emerged as a "low saver"
(e.g.,
R6 in box A, and R7 in box B) and at least
one subject

from each box emerged as a "high saver" (e.g., R4 in
box A, and R9 in box B)

.

Therefore, test environment

differences were not considered hereafter.
QP en and Closed Economies

.

Direct comparisons of

performance between the closed economy and open economy subjects are rendered difficult by a variety of

differences between the groups.

These differences

included levels of deprivation, the duration of the
"work periods", and the number of "work periods".

Nevertheless, some comparisons may be made.
In general the time and effort involved in con-

ducting extended duration sessions appeared unnecessary.

One of four closed economy subjects came to

emit the longest runs of ring pulling of all eight
subjects, while the remaining three became the lowest
"savers".

(See Cumulative Record section below.)

Conversely, while all subjects from the open economy
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emerged as "savers"

,

there was widespread variation in

the degree to which these subjects
"saved".

To summa-

rize, closed and open economies per se
had no direct

effects on the savings performance under
proportional

schedules as implemented under these circumstances.
Moreover, extended sessions did not appear to be

relevant in the acguisition or maintenance of extended
ring pull runs under a proportional schedule.
jects R2

,

R3

,

R8

,

Sub-

and R9 were exposed to 60 m daily

sessions and each came to exhibit extended ring pull
runs to varying degrees.

Similarly, there was consid-

erable variation in the length of ring pull runs

emitted by those subjects in the temporally extended

experimental sessions (R4, R5, R6 and R7).

it there-

fore appeared that temporally extended sessions and

increased numbers of work periods had no systematic

effect on ring pull ratio completions under proportional schedules of reinforcement tested.

Forced Versus "Free" Rina Pull Conditions
jects R2

,

R3

,

R4

,

.

Sub-

R8 and R9 generally completed a

range of ring pull ratios that extended from one to
well above four.

Since the forced trials condition

only required the subjects to emit a randomly selected
ring pull run of two, three or four, the ring pull
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behavior of R2

R3

,

R4

,

,

R8 and R9 only had limited

contact with the forced savings contingency.

Thus,

for those subjects with higher probabilities
of emit-

ting extended ring pull runs the effects of the
forced
trials condition were minimal.
Subjects R5

,

R6

,

R7 generally completed less than

three ring pull ratios prior to switching to the food
or water levers under the simple proportional schedule

condition.

When shifted to the forced trials they

quickly extended their completion of ring pull ratios
until onset of the food and water lever lights.

The

effects of the forced trials condition in extending
ring pull run lengths among those subjects with pref-

erences for shorter ring pull run lengths were strictly limited to the duration of the forced trials ses-

sions.

Thus the effects of the forced trials condi-

tion were ephemeral and it appeared that the contin-

gency had no enduring effect.
Despite the lack of effect by the forced trial
condition, this series of manipulations was effective
in providing a wealth of additional data of interest

not least of which was the observation that at least
half of the subjects appeared to emit extended runs of
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.

ring pull ratio completions even
when not forced to do
so

Standard Cumulative Records.
As a preliminary data analysis
procedure, cumula-

tive records were plotted showing the
rate of ring
pull responses made by each subject over
individual

experimental sessions.

in standard cumulative re-

cords, time is presented on the x-axis and the cumula-

tive responses are plotted on the y-axis up to a

particular standard value, e.g., 100

,

600 or 1500

responses, at which point the pen is then reset to the

baseline.

If the reset value is known then a viewer

can determine at a glance the approximate number of

responses made in a given unit of time and can rapidly

determine the overall response rate.

As an example,

if there are four "peaks" or pen resets in a twelve

minute period with a scale of 100 responses per reset,
then it is immediately apparent that the subject made
at least 400 responses in a twelve minute period and

that the overall rate of responses is therefore just
over 33 responses per minute.
Figure

3

provides an example of a standard cumula-

tive record from R4

.

Pen resets occurred when 60 ring

pulls had been emitted.

In the 90 m period shown,
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Total Re&ponaas:

522

Total Rainforcanants:

451

Total Tine:

96.05

Figure 3. A standard cumulative record of ring pull
responses made by Rat 4 in a 90 minute session with a
proportional reinforcement schedule in effect.
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there are eight resets indicating that
480 ring pulls
were emitted in the first 90 minutes for
an overall
rate of about 5.3 responses per minute.

Hashmarks on the cumulative record indicate the

simultaneous onset of the lever lights plus the ring
light.

It will be recalled that the completion of

every FR2 ring pull produced the onset of all three
lights and the availability of a food or water opportunity.

Also, if the subjects had obtained food or

water in the immediate past and still had an additional opportunity to obtain more food or water, all three

lights would be illuminated again.

Therefore hash-

marks were plotted under two separate behavioral

circumstances

-

when the subject was in the middle of

a long run of ring pulls or when the subject was in a

run of "collecting" accumulated food and water oppor-

tunities.

The latter are evident in Figure

3

by the

presence of a series of hashmarks at a plateau (or
pause or "knee") in the ring pull responses.

pauses are evident in Figure

These

at the 24th, 40th and

3

52nd ring pulls as well as elsewhere in the remainder
of the record.

The lower panel of Figure

3

displays records of

ten event pens indicating the status of all programmed
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stimulus changes and recorded
behavior during the
session.
Table l provides a description

of the specif-

ic functions assigned to each event
pen.

lines

On these

the occurrence or onset of events is
marked by
an upward deflection of the event pen
from its base,

line while downward deflections of the pen
represent

the termination of the event.

The pens represent

events on a real time scale corresponding precisely to
the one presented directly above on the x-axis of the

cumulative record.

These pen functions remained

invariant for all experiments reported here.
By looking at the event pens in conjunction with

the cumulative record it is possible to determine

those points in the session in which the subject made
a single ring pull and then immediately obtained a

single pellet or water presentation and those instances in which the subject made more extended runs
of ring pulls without a break for food or water.

However, since a primary measure of interest was the

length of ring pull runs, an alternate method of

plotting events on a cumulative record suggested itself

.
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.

Table

A key to event lines on
cumulative records
presented in this paper. 1
1

.

Pen

Function

0

Not used.

1

Transition between work period and run period.

2

Water presentation.

3

Water lever response.

4

Water lever light.

5

Food presentation

6

Food lever response.

7

Food lever light.

8

Ring light.

9

Ring pull response.

1

Note that, in contrast to the key presented above,

the event lines on the cumulative records are numbered
in ascending order from the bottom line.
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Xnter relations Among Responses.
Figure

illustrates a replotted cumulative
record
of the responses by R4 during
the same session as that
shown in Figure 3.
In Figure 4, the cumulative
4

pen

was reset whenever the subject was
presented with
either food or water
Therefore the number of ring
pull responses was shown as a repeated series
.

of

spikes which started up from the x-axis and which
were

separated by at least one food or water delivery.

The

presentation of these reinforcements was indicated by
a hashmark directly on the x-axis immediately follow-

ing a pen reset.

The value of the spikes on the y-

axis indicated the length of the ring pull runs prior
to breaking for accumulated food and water opportunities.

Since opportunities were obtained on an FR2

schedule the absolute number of opportunities obtained
was the number of ring pulls in a given spike divided

by two.

Put differently, the absolute number of

opportunities obtained in a run is the number of

hashmarks shown on the spike.
The method of displaying the findings used in

Figure

4

also permitted rapid estimates of the number

of saves made within a session.

It will be recalled

from the introduction that saves were defined as the
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Figure 4. A modified cumulative record taken from Figure
3 in which the cumulative record pen is reset whenever
the subject is presented with food or water.
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number of opportunities obtained
in a given run of
ring pulls minus one opportunity.
Therefore, the

first hashmark on each ring pull spike
represented an
obtained opportunity, but not a "save". Only
subse-

quent opportunities within that run of ring
pulls

constituted saves as defined for present purposes.
can therefore be seen in Figure

4

It

that on 17 occasions

the subject completed a single ring pull ratio and

then obtained food or water.

in addition, there were

two occasions on which two opportunities were completed (and therefore one save was made) before breaking

for food or water.

There were fifteen ring pull runs

of three or more and the longest run was 60 ring pulls
(or 30 opportunities or 29 saves).

Since this modi-

fied form of the cumulative record appeared to entail
a variety of advantages for rapidly assessing the

events of interest, it is used in subsequent reports
of the findings.

Performances of ring pull responses and lever
presses were typical of those generated by short FR
Figure 5A and Figure 5B

schedules of reinforcement.

provides representative cumulative records of ring
pulls in a proportional schedule for all subjects over
a 60

minute or 90 minute period in open economy or
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closed economy conditions, respectively.

There were

no gross differences in patterns or
rates of responding among subjects in the open economies
(left column
of panels) or those in the closed
economies (right

column of panels).

For example, both the highest

response rates (R4) and the lowest rates (R5 and R6)
took place within the closed economy.
Figure

presents an alternative view of the data

6

displayed in Figure

5.

As in Figure 4, the cumulative

event pens reset at the delivery of either food or

water

.

Rat

4

emitted relatively long runs of ring

pull responses, while R3

,

R2, R8, and R9 emitted runs

of intermediate length, and R5

,

R6

,

and R7 made only

infrequent and extremely brief runs.
Stimulus Control

.

One possible explanation for the extended runs

made by some subjects might have been that their

behavior of switching among the ring and levers was
not under discriminative control by the signal lights

correlated with each manipulandum.

For example, if a

subject switched from the ring to one of the levers

randomly rather than when a lever light was illuminated,

it would be expected that on half of those occa-

sions the lever would have no programmed consequences.
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Tim OlinulM)

Tim
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Figure 5A. Cumulative records of subjects showing
typical ring pull response rates.
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subjects showing
Figure 5B. Cumulative records of
typical ring pull response rates.
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(Since fixed ratio

2

schedules were arranged on

each of the manipulanda and they were each
scheduled
as nonreversible options, the first response
emitted

on a manipulandum for which there was a currently

illuminated light, i.e., discriminative stimulus, had
the effect of setting an extinction contingency on the
two remaining response alternatives.)

Therefore, if

cued switching and responding on a manipulandum was
not under effective discriminative control by the

signal lights it would be expected that this would be

detectable as a substantial proportion of responses
made on a particular manipulandum at times when the
signal light for that manipulandum was not illuminated.

Following the final experimental session, the
number of ring pulls, food lever presses and water
lever presses were counted for each subject over all

proportional schedule sessions.

These response

counts were further divided according to whether they
had been emitted in the presence of all three discriminative stimulus lights or during the illumination of
any single light.

Because there were large differ-

ences in the overall number of responses made by

individual subjects, individual responses were ex-
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pressed as a percentage of total responding
on all
manipulanda
For each of the four possible stimulus
conditions (each of the three lights illuminated
.

individually or all three lights illuminated concurrently

)

the responses of each type were summed to

provide the total number of responses emitted in the
presence of the particular stimulus.

Individual

response class counts were then divided by the total
number of responses in the presence of that stimulus
to obtain a measure of the proportion of responses of

each class emitted in the presence of each stimulus
condition.

These proportions were then converted to

percentages
Figure

7

displays three measures for each of the

eight subjects.

Closed economy subjects are presented

in the left column of panels and open economy subjects
in the right column of panels.

The upper panels show

response distributions during the presence of the ring
light only.

The middle and lower panels show the

percentage of responses of each class emitted in the

presence of the food lever light and water lever
light, respectively.

Given the three stimulus conditions depicted for

each of eight subjects, there are 24 measures of the
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.

The percent of occurrence of three response classes as
function of each of three specified discriminative
Left panels show data from subjects in the
stimuli.
closed economy and right panels are from open economy
subjects
7.
a
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percent occurrence of a "correct" response,
i.e., a
response of a particular class in the
presence of its
corresponding discriminative stimulus. in 17

of these

24 values, more than 95% of the responses
in the

presence of a particular discriminative stimulus were

directed to the "appropriate" manipulandum.

Among

five of the remaining seven measures, at least 89% of

the responses occurring in the presence of a particular discriminative stimulus were directed to its

associated manipulandum.
Two measures were less than 89%.

In the presence

of the ring light only, 82% of R3's responses were

ring pulls, while in the presence of the water lever
light, less than 54% of R9's responses were water

lever presses (and 30% were food lever presses).

Among closed economy subjects, R4

,

R5, R6 and R7

exhibited very little variation with over 95% of the
responses occurring in the presence of a given light

directed to the corresponding manipulandum.
Summary
The effects of the forced savings contingency were

largely limited to those subjects (R5, R6 and R7)

whose normal range of ring pull ratios in a run were
at or below four.

Although these subjects adjusted
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their ring pull ratios to satisfy
this contingency,
these effects were limited to those
sessions in which
the forced trials contingency remained
in effect.

There were no systematic performance differences

correlated with the particular box that animals were
trained in.

Neither were there systematic performance

^iff®^®nces detected between subjects in the closed
and open economies.

Extended training trials and

durations were afforded by (and confounded with) the

particular closed economy procedure, however, the lack
of systematic performance differences suggested that

neither factor was relevant in the acquisition or

maintenance of savings in the current procedure.
All subjects completed at least occasional extended runs of ring pulls resulting in up to two saves in
a run.

Among four of the subjects (R2, R4

,

R8 and R9)

extended savings runs were commonplace within each
session and the frequency of such runs typically

outnumbered that of single ratio runs (which constituted a run without a save).

There was widespread

variability in the length of ring pull runs, both
within and between subjects.

Three of the animals

(R5, R6 and R7) displayed the least variability and

the shortest range of saves from zero to three or
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four, with rare runs above these
values.

An analysis of the correlation of
responses and
discriminative stimuli suggested that responses
to a

particular manipulandum were unlikely to occur
if the
discriminative stimulus associated with that manipulandum was not present.

Therefore, it was unlikely

that extended ring pull runs could be accounted for
in
terms of the failure by the stimulus lights above the
levers to exert effective discriminative control over
the responses of switching from the ring to either of
the levers.

This finding, however, suggested that the

response class of saving might in fact constitute an

operant response class and not merely an artifact of
behavioral momentum on the ring manipulandum.
The observation of large differences among subjects in the apparent preferred distribution of run
length, in conjunction with the transient effects of

the forced savings condition, suggested the possibility that subjects were completing ring pull runs in

lengths sufficient to satisfy their individual baseline preference for eating and drinking bouts of a

given duration or amount.

If this were true,

it would

generally be expected that subjects having preferences
for extended bouts of eating and drinking would also
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be the subjects that completed
extended savings runs.
For example Dunham (1977) has
reviewed a number of
studies in which rats have been
observed to eat and
drink in runs or -bouts-. Therefore,
Experiment 2 was
undertaken to determine if the preferred
eating and
,

drinking bout lengths of an individual subject
under
free-operant choice conditions unconstrained by

a ring

pull contingency were correlated with the subject's

distribution of ring pull runs in the proportional
schedule.
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CHAPTER

3

EXPERIMENT

2

Method

Subjects
The same subjects were used in Experiment

2.

They

were all provided with free access to food
and water
for six weeks following Experiment

to

85-s

l

of their free-feeding weights.

and then reduced

Subjects were

deprived of food and water for eighteen hours preceding the beginning of their first experimental session.

Apparatus
The apparatus used was that described for Experi-

ment

1.

The doors to the wheels remained locked, the

lights to the doors remained off, and no access was

provided to the wheels at any time.
Procedure
The subjects all served in daily 90 minute open

economy sessions.

Following a session, subjects were

returned to their home cages for 90 minutes and then
given three hours of free access to food and water.
At the end of this three hour period, the subjects

were then deprived of food and water for the ensuing

eighteen hours until the start of the next session.
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Subjects were exposed, using
a simple reversal design, to a proportional schedule
identical to that
described in Experiment 1 followed
by a free-choice
condition for access to food and water,
and a return
to the standard proportional schedule.
Conditions
were in effect for 14-21 days before
introducing a new
,

condition.

During the free-choice condition the ring pull
light was not illuminated and the ring pull response

reguirement was eliminated.

Ring pull responses could

be emitted and were recorded but they had no experi-

mentally programmed conseguences

.

Subjects were

exposed to a signaled, non-reversible option of obtaining either food or water following completion of
an FR

2

on the appropriate lever.

Thus at the start

of a session, the ring light was dark and responses on

the ring had no programmed conseguences.

The food and

water lever lights were illuminated and the first
response to either lever turned off the light to the
alternate lever and rendered additional responses on
that alternate lever ineffective.

An additional

response on the illuminated lever completed the FR

2

requirement, resulted in delivery of the reinforcer,
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and reinstated both the
illumination of the two lever
lights and the free-choice
condition.
The last ten sessions in each
condition were used
to assess and compare performance
in a free-choice
situation and performance under the
proportional
schedule. A data analysis program was
written to

permit assessment of the conditional
probabilities of
each of the response classes of interest.
This

condi-

tionalizing program sorted response class occurrences
into bouts using two criteria- one functional and
the

other temporal.
The functional criterion assessed whether a cur-

rent FR completion was a member of the most recently

preceding response class.

If for example, the current

FR completion resulted in food delivery and the previ-

ous FR completion had been a ring pull, the program

sorted these events as the end of a ring pull bout and
the start of a food bout.
If the current and the previous FR completions

were members of the same response class then the
temporal criterion was applied.

The temporal sorting

criterion assessed the interreinforcement time (ISRT)
that had elapsed between the current and the previous
FR completion.

For example, if an ISRT criterion of
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20 s was specified and the
current and previous re-

sponses were both water lever presses
with an interresponse time of 23.0 s, then the
program would sort
these events as the termination of one
water lever
bout and initiation of a new water lever
bout.

The data analysis program permitted the temporal

criterion to be set at any value.

A single temporal

criterion of 60.0 s was eventually selected using an
empirical procedure.

in order to select the crite-

rion, three data files were randomly selected from

proportional schedule sessions for each of the eight
subjects.

By using cumulative records with these

"sample" sessions, it was possible to obtain an accu-

rate session-by-session and subject-by-subject de-

scription of the frequency and length of ring pull
bouts.

An analysis program written for Experiment

1

read each subject's file and determined the frequency
of ring pull ratio runs of each length in a session.

The distribution of run lengths provided by this

program were compared to those obtained from the
cumulative records thereby insuring that there were
two independent methods of checking these distributions.

When results were compared, there were no
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discrepancies found in the estimates
provided by these
separate methods.
The data thus obtained were then
used as reference
values to calibrate the conditionalizing
program.
This was accomplished by running the
program repeatedly on each of the reference files at a
family
of

consecutively varied temporal criterion values ranging
from 2.0 s to 300.0

s.

The values were raised in

increments of 2.0 s between 2—20 seconds and in incre-

ments of 10.0 s between 20—150 seconds and in 30.0

s

increments up to 300.
The results of these calibration procedures were

consistent across subjects despite the variability in
the distribution of ring pull bouts and frequencies

previously reported.

For example, while R5, R6 and R7

emitted few extended ring pull bouts (i.e., were "low
savers") and R4

,

R8 and R9 emitted relatively large

numbers of extended ring pull bouts (i.e., were "high
savers"), a 60.0 s criterion in the conditionalizing

program produced no distortions of ring pull bouts
among any of the subjects in either "group"

.

Thus the

temporal criterion in the conditionalizing program was

repeatedly adjusted until a value was obtained which,
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when used, produced no differences
in results from two
alternate programs of previously established
accuracy.

Conversely, as temporal criteria were tested
which
decreased from the selected 60.0 s value, the
condi-

tionalizing program produced increasing departures
from those results provided by the two backup programs.

Temporal values below 50.0 s produced obvious

distortions of the distributions of the ring pull bout
lengths from those obtained with the cumulative record
program.

As the temporal test values decreased the

distortions were manifested by increasing counts of
short bouts and decreasing counts of long bouts.
These were most apparent for subjects who were already

known to emit some extended bouts (the "high savers").
The converse did not occur for the low savers when the

tested temporal values were above 70.0

s,

since, by

definition, they punctuated their ring pull bouts with

feeding and drinking activities which prohibited the
temporal criterion in the conditionalizing program
from being applied.
To summarize, a temporal ISRT criterion of 60.0 s

was the shortest usable value at which no distortions

could be detected in the distributions of ring pulling
ratio completions.

This value was then applied uni-
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formly to the other response classes
since there were
no alternative independent criteria
available for

selecting the criterion interval for those
response
classes
The conditionalizing program was then used to

count and sort each response into bouts of a given
length specified in terms of its membership in a given

response class and with respect to the response class
of the immediately preceding response.

Table

2

pro-

vides a sample printout of how data from a single

subject were sorted over a single session with a

proportional schedule in effect.

Since there were

three measured response classes

the program sorted

,

each response class into three different conditionalized counts: those preceded by the occurrence of the

same response class and those preceded by each of the

other two possible response classes.

There were

therefore nine possible conditionalized categories for
each subject in each of the proportional schedule
sessions.

These in turn each displayed the frequency

of bout occurrences in each possible bout length from

one to twenty, although for most subjects bout lengths

rarely exceeded twelve.
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Table

Sample printout showing bouts of
responses
conditionali zed on previously completed
response class
bouts and distributions of bouts in
terms of frequency
and length for one session and one subject.

Subj:

2.

4

Date: 01 Jan '91
Flnm: 40101. MOD

Bout Length:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 io
.

Food

==

n

12 13 14 15 16 17

217

Cur:

Prev:

Food

Food

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Food

Water

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Food

OPS

15 L8 11

8

8

6

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 20 12

8

8

6

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Reinf: 19 10 36 32 40 36 14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Freq:

:

<

0

Water = 55
Water

Food

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Water

Water

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Water

OPS

19

3

2

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Freq:

19

3

2

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Reinf: 19

6

6

8

10

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19 15 10

0

Ops = 275
Ops

Food

9

9

7

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ops

Water

9

8

4

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ops

OPs

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

28 23 14 11

9

8

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Freq:

:

;
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Results and Discussion
Figure

8

presents a set of cumulative records

taken from the last sessions of the proportional

schedule condition preceding the transition to the
free choice condition.

described in Figure

4

The records are displayed as

with ring pull responses plotted

on the y-axis and pen resets occurring when a run was

terminated.

Following the return to the proportional

schedule after the free-choice condition, the length
and frequency of each subject's ring pull runs re-

turned to baselines rates similar to those shown in
Figure

8.

It may be seen that each subject's general

distribution of ring pull runs shown in Figure

8

is

similar to the distribution for that subject presented
in Figure 6.

Mean distributions of the length of feeding and

drinking bouts were also obtained for each subject
over the last ten days of the free-choice schedule and
are displayed in Figure 9.

The general distribution

of food bouts was similar for all subjects in several

respects: shape, absolute frequency, range of peak

frequency and bout length.
Rat

3

For all subjects except

there was a bimodal distribution of bout

lengths.

There was a minor initial peak of between
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two and six single bout feeding
episodes per session
and another major peak at 5-6 pellet
bout lengths.
Between these, bouts of two or three
pellets generally
were less freguent. Peak food bout
freguencies were
also similar with a range between six and
twelve and
with the peaks of six of eight subjects falling
be-

tween a narrower range of 8-11.

Overall, these data

illustrated a remarkable consistency in the feeding
patterns of the subjects, which did not vary in any

way that could be seen to correspond with the subjects' probability of making savings responses.

Although drinking patterns were not as similar as
feeding patterns, they were generally consistent
across subjects.

The frequency of drinking bouts of

each length were generally more evenly distributed

than the distributions of bout lengths for food.

As

with the pellet consumption patterns, there were no
obvious trends which could be used to separate those
subjects who emitted long ring pull runs from those

who did not.
The consistent feeding and drinking bout distribu-

tion of subjects precluded the use of such data to

account for differences in savings responses among
subjects on the proportional schedule.
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Nevertheless,

Figure

showed that the subjects preferred
to eat and
drink
bouts ranging from a low of one to
a high of
twelve with the most freguent feeding
bouts consisting
9

m

of 5-6 pellets.

A preference for extended eating and

drinking bouts may not be sufficient to generate

protracted savings under a proportional schedule, but
it could be necessary.

The results of Experiments

1

and

2

reduced the

likelihood that savings responses were either the
result of poor discriminative control or a response

whose main effect was to permit the organism to maintain a preferred feeding or drinking bout length.

In

addition, the forced trial contingency had not effected durable increases in extended save runs among low

saving subjects.

The forced trial contingency was

imposed to determine if implicit contingencies resulting from forced completion of extended ring pull runs

might begin to serve as reinforcers.

For instance it

seemed plausible that the reduced effort and travel
time between the ring and the levers resulting from

extended savings runs might acquire control as reinforcers among low saving subjects and thereby lead to
an increase in the length of their ring pull runs.
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In contrast

,

the next experiment sought to explic-

itly arrange a contingency that would reinforce
ex-

tended ring pull completions by increasing the
lever

response ratios following short ring pull runs and

decreasing the lever ratios if the subject completed
an extended run of saves
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CHAPTER

4

EXPERIMENT

3

Method

Subjects
The subjects were the same ones used in Experi-

ments

1

and

Experiment

2,

except for Subject

2

who died after

Therefore seven subjects, R3-R9, inclu-

2.

sive, were used for this experiment.

They were all

maintained at 85% of their free-feeding weights following Experiment

2

and throughout Experiment

3.

Apparatus
The apparatus used was that described for Experi-

ments

1

and

2

.

The doors to the wheels remained

locked and no access was provided to the wheels at any
time.

Procedure
All subjects served in daily 90 minute open econo-

my sessions.

Following a session, subjects were

returned to their home cages for 90 minutes and then

given three hours of free access to food and water.
At the end of this three hour period, the food and

water was removed and the subjects were subsequently

deprived of these commodities for the ensuing eighteen
hours until the start of the next session.
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Subjects were first returned to the standard

proportional schedule used in Experiments

1

and

2

They were each exposed to 14 daily, 90 m
sessions of
the proportional schedule.
Subjects were then exposed to 14 daily, 90 m

sessions of a modified proportional schedule referred
to below as a "differential ratio" proportional schedule.

This schedule provided differential ratio re-

quirements for food and water lever presses as a
function of the length of the previously completed
ring pull run.

Specifically, if subjects completed

one ring pull ratio prior to switching to the food or

water levers, the ratio on the food and water levers
became a fixed ratio

8.

If the subject completed two

ring pull ratios prior to switching to the food or

water levers, the food and water lever ratios were
changed to an FR4

.

Finally, if the subject emitted a

run of three or more ring pull ratio completions

before switching to the food or water levers, the food
and water lever ratios were switched to their standard
FR2 value.

In all other respects the features of the

proportional schedule remained the same.

Table

3

illustrates the relations among ring pull run lengths,
food and water lever ratios and the number of opportu-
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nities for reinforcement provided by
this schedule.
The specified contingency was therefore
one which

provided differentially higher response cost
for lower
save run lengths.

Following the 14 sessions with the differential
ratio schedule, subjects were returned to a standard

proportional schedule with an FR2 ratio for another
seven days.
Results

Figure 10 shows the differences in the distribu-

tion of ring pull bout lengths and the average number
of obtained reinforcers (combined for food and water)

at each bout length as a function of exposure to the

regular proportional schedule and the adjusting ratio

proportional schedule.

The three top panels (R5, R6

and R7 ) show data for subjects with low frequencies of

extended ring pull runs (nonsavers) while the four
lower panels (R3, R8

,

R4 and R9) show data for those

subjects whose proportional schedule baselines con-

sisted of extended ring pull runs (savers).
The shift from a standard proportional to a differen-

tial proportional schedule reduced the single ring
pull ratio runs in every subject.

The mean percent

reduction in single ratio completions across
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Table 3.

A comparison of differences in
proportional
and differential ratio contingencies.

Ring Pull Run Length

RingPull

Ratios

Travel

Food/Water

Reinforce-

Count

Completed

Unit

Lever

ment Oppor-

Response to

Ratio

tunities

Reinforce-

Overall

ment Ratio*

Standard

2

1

1

2

1

5:1

Proportional

4

2

1

2

2

4.5:1

(FR2)

6

3

1

2

3

4.3:1

Schedule

8

1

2

4

Proportional

2

1

1

8

1

11:1

Differential

4

2

1

4

2

6.5:1

(FR2;FR8-2)

6

3

1

2

3

4.3:1

Schedule

8

1

2

4

*

or

or

>

>

4

4

or

or

>

>

or

or

>

>

=<4.25:1

=<4.25:1

For any ring pull run of a given length the ratio of responding to reinforcement is

calculated by:

(Ring Pull Count +

1

Travel Unit + (Lever Ratio

*

Reinforcement Opportunities))

Reinforcement Opportunities

Response Cost

Reinforcement
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Figure 10. A comparison of the mean distribution of
reinforcers obtained by individual subjects as a
function of the preceding ring pull run length during
a standard proportional FR2 schedule and during an
adjusting ratio proportional schedule.
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*

Reinforcers

Obtained

of

Number

Mean
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FR2

—

Adjusting

HI

s

all subjects was 21.3%, with
reductions ranging from
5% to 50%.
The differential schedule also generated

extended runs of ring pull ratio completions
above and
beyond the upper limit emitted by subjects
under the

standard proportional schedule although this was

a

comparatively infrequent occurrence for the "nonsavers"

Table

•

4

illustrates the trend in extensions of

ring pull runs under the adjusting schedule by listing
the extreme values obtained under each condition for

each subject.

For R3

,

R8 and R9

,

the majority of the

reinforcers obtained by subjects were shifted from

reinforcement obtained by completion of single or
double ring pull ratio runs to reinforcement obtained
by completion of runs ranging in length from three to
five in the case of R3 and R8 and ranging from six to

thirteen in the case of R9.

Subject

4

obtained most

reinforcers under the standard proportional schedule
in ring pull runs ranging from three to seven.

During

exposure to the differential ratio proportional schedule R4

'

distribution of ring pull runs was also

shifted upward so that the majority of reinforcers

were obtained following ring pull runs ranging in
length from five to twelve.
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Table

A comparison of the longest ring
pull runs
completed by subjects under the standard
proportional
and adjusting proportional schedule
conditions.
4.

Run Length

Subject

Standard

Adjusting

Difference

R3

12

17

+5

R4

14

22

+8

R5

4

11

+7

R6

3

14

+ 11

R7

4

12

+8

R8

8

11

+3

R9

22

25

+3
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Because large differences in the
absolute number
of reinforcers obtained in single
ring pull ratio
bouts render graphical comparison of the
data difficult, the data presented in Figure 10
are replotted as

percentage histograms in Figure 11.

This summarizes

the mean relative proportion of all reinforcers ob-

tained by each subject in ring pull bouts lengths of
one, two or three and more in both the standard and

differential proportional schedules.

For all sub-

jects, the proportion of reinforcers obtained by

single ring pull runs was decreased by the differential schedule, relative to the standard proportional
schedule.

Conversely, for all subjects, the propor-

tion of reinforcers obtained by ring pull runs of

three or more was increased by the differential schedule, relative to the standard proportional schedule.

Among the three "nonsavers"

,

there was a relative

increase in double ring pull runs during the differential schedule while the four "savers" exhibited

a

relative decrease in double ring pull runs during
exposure to the differential schedule.
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CHAPTER

5

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Review of Results

Experiment

1

was conducted to assess the possibil-

ity that a model of the performance of human
subjects

exposed to a proportional reinforcement contingency

within a continuous multioperant experimental habitat

could be established with nonhuman subjects.
ment

2

Experi-

was conducted to evaluate the possibility that

preferences for feeding and drinking bout lengths

might function as factors controlling the differences
in the length of savings bouts observed among sub-

jects.

Experiment

3

was conducted to assess the

extent to which the length of savings runs were sensitive to differential consequences.

Experiment

1

demonstrated that some rats emitted

relatively high rates of extended runs of ring pulling
responses while other subjects exhibited low rates of
extended ring pull runs.

Differences in these re-

sponses among subjects could not be attributed to

differences in the experimental habitats, differences

resulting from training in closed or open economies,
differences in the amount of exposure to the proportional contingencies, or to poor or incomplete stimu-
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lus control by lights used to
provide discriminative
stimuli signaling the availability
of a reinforceable

operant on the manipulanda.

After six weeks, Experiment

2

was begun with a

return of the subjects to a standard
proportional
schedule.

This repetition of the Experiment

line procedure replicated the Experiment

1

1

base-

findings

regarding differences in rates and lengths of ring
pull save runs among subjects.

Experiment

2

also

assessed individual subjects' baseline rates of the
length of runs of eating and drinking in "free-choice"

concurrent FR2 FR2 schedules, unconstrained by
ring pull requirement.

a prior

These data were compared and

it was shown that the behavioral preferences of eating

and drinking run lengths and frequencies within ses-

sions among subjects were substantially similar.

No

systematic differences were noted among subjects'

free-operant baselines that could be used to explain
or predict the differences obtained among subjects'

save runs.

Experiment

3

compared the effects of a standard

proportional schedule to a modified proportional
schedule in which a response cost procedure was imposed for the termination of short ring pull runs.
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This contingency provided for
differentially increased
ratio requirements on the terminal
links leading
to

food and water if the preceding
ring pull run had been
short (less than three ratio completions)
and low

ratio requirements on the levers if the
preceding ring
pull run was extended (three or more ratio completions).

The rates of single ring pull ratio comple-

tions were reduced and the rates of ring pull ratio

completions of two or more were marginally increased
among those subjects with low baseline rates of ex-

tended ring pull runs.

Among those subjects with

baselines of extended ring pull runs under the standard proportional schedule, the differential propor-

tional schedule produced a decrease in short ring pull
runs and increased long ring pull runs.

Although the length of ring pull runs constituted
save runs exceeding those reported in other nonhuman

literature, there are several possible restrictions

which must be considered in comparing these data to
any other findings.

Subjects in the current study

were selected from an inbred strain of animals not

often used in behavior analytic research.

It is

possible that the high rates of savings were linked to

phylogenic variables unique to the strain.
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However,

.

there were differences observed
among subjects on some
response dimensions such as savings
runs while there
were substantial similarities along
other dimensions
such as overall response rates and free-operant
feed-

ing and drinking bout distributions.

if unigue phylo-

genic factors were strongly linked to the length of
savings runs this would presumably have produced more

uniform effects on that response class.
Results from other nonhuman self-control and

operant hoarding studies are also instructive in this
case since most of these report similar kinds of

variability in the probability that members of the
initially selected pool of subjects will display
instances of self-control.

Indeed, it has not been

uncommon for researchers to report dropping subjects
from their study because of an absence of the re-

sponses needed for the demonstration of self-control

effects (Cole, 1990).

Taken together, these consider-

ations make it appear unlikely that the extended

savings runs completed by some of the subjects in the

current study were a consequence of any unique phylogenic contribution.

Obviously, however, systematic

replication with a broader range of animals is called
for
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These subjects were also all males,

Whether

different or similar effects would be
observed with
female subjects remains an empirical
question, but

there are no compelling a priori reasons to
expect
that female rats would emit fewer or greater
numbers
of saves than those reported for the male rats
com-

prising the subject sample. (See the "Hoarding" section below for further comments on this issue.)
The results of Experiment

1

did not provide any

evidence for differences between closed and open
economies.

Although this might be interpreted as

evidence in support of Timberlake and Peden's (1987)

suggestion that such distinctions are not usually
important (in contrast to Hursh [1980]), the open and

closed economies in the current study were varied

enough along other dimensions to prevent a clear
comparison.

There are practical implications from these results, however.

Bernstein (1980) found that the

effects of a contingent baseline procedure could be

undermined by allowing human subjects to leave the
experimental space on a daily basis.

He suggested

that this effect might be unique to human research,
not as a result of unique behavioral characteristics
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of people, but simply as a function
of lack of control

by the researcher over the subject's
activity once an
experimental session is terminated. in the
current

study

,

the effects of a proportional schedule with

nonhuman subjects were equally apparent in both open
and closed economies and under long— duration and

short-duration sessions.

This suggests that the cost

of conducting research designed to model some aspects
of human closed economy environments can be reduced by

use of open economies and sessions of restricted

duration thereby permitting the researcher to make

greater use of the experimental resources available.
Save Runs As Hoarding

Perhaps most noteworthy in the current results is
the observation that at least some subjects were

observed to emit runs of ring pulling which constituted savings responses substantially greater than any

previously reported in the nonhuman operant hoarding
literature.

For example, Cole (1990) provided data on

mean length of saves emitted by several rats in an
operant hoarding study.

As in the current study,

where the first obtained opportunity was not counted
as a save, Cole discounted the first available pellet

obtained by subjects in a run of lever presses that
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produced a cache of saved pellets.

He found that all

of his subjects ' mean save
lengths per run were under

two with a standard error of
less than 0.33.
This is
comparable to the results obtained
in the current
study with R5 R6, and R7. it stands
in contrast to
the length of save runs commonly observed
in R2 R 3
,

,

R4/ R8 and R9 reported above.

treme examples of R4 and R9

,

,

To cite the most exit was not unusual for

these subjects to emit ring pull runs exceeding 20
saves on multiple occasions in a session and runs in

excess of 40 saves (80 consecutive ring pulls) on the
part of each subject were occasionally observed.

There were potentially important differences in
the procedures.

Cole's (1990) animals were on a CRF

schedule with a 1.0 s IRT criterion, whereas the

current subjects were always on an FR2 for each oppor-

tunity obtained without any minimum rate criterion in
effect.

This, however, obviates the possibility that

excessive response requirements were responsible for
shorter savings runs.

Subjects in the current study

completed twice as many responses as those in Cole's
procedures for each save completed.

Furthermore, if

the additional FR2 lever requirement that resulted in

delivery of each of the stored reinforcements is in-
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eluded, subjects in the current
study were emitting
approximately four times as much
instrumental behavior
per reinforcement as those reported
in Cole's experimerits

The obtained differences in savings
could not be
attributed to the explanation that rats in
Cole's
(1990) study could hear or see the delivery of each

additional pellet.

One of his manipulations did not

deliver pellets until after the 1.0 s lever press
pause occurred.

In that condition, savings responses

were not altered from the standard condition in which
the pellets were delivered with each successive lever
response.
To the extent that the reported observation of

extended runs of ring pull ratios can be explained as
instances of hoarding phenomenon, several studies are
suggested.

Male laboratory rats in constant room

temperatures do not hoard food when placed on an

extended free-feeding schedule (Fantino
1980; Fantino & Cabanac, 1984).

Cabanac,

&

Food deprivation that

lowers their weight induces hoarding behavior in these

animals (Blundell

Stellar

&

&

Herberg, 1973; Smith

&

Ross, 1950;

Morgan, 1943), however, and if the animal's

free-feeding weight is reduced and the subject is then
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fed to satiety, hoarding behavior
occurs (Morgan,
Stellar s Johnson, 1943).
general, food hoarding

m

behavior among male rats is seen as a
long-term selfregulatory mechanism that serves to maintain
a minimum
body weight "set point" and the amount
hoarded

is seen

to vary as a function of the extent of food
deprivation
(or weight loss).
If the currently reported ring pull runs are
a

functional hoarding response class, then systematically varying the level of food deprivation in subjects

exposed to a proportional schedule should be expected
to produce orderly changes in the length of ring pull
runs.

Similarly, decreases in ambient temperature

which are known to induce hoarding (Fantino

&

Cabanac,

1984), should also increase the length of ring pull

runs

Subjects in the current study were all male, but
female rats are known to hoard in cycles without

scheduled food deprivation.

It is believed that

female hoarding cycles, although corresponding with

their ovarian cycles are primarily stimulated by

changes in body weight (Coling
no

&

&

Herberg, 1982; Fanti-

Brinnell, 1986) which fluctuates with ovarian

cycles as well.

Therefore, if the currently reported
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ring pull runs are a class of
hoarding response, food
deprivation of female rats might be
expected to produce ring pull ratio completions
which are substantially similar to those found with
male subjects.
The question remains if the ring pull runs
are a

hoarding response in the sense that the term is
used
by physiologists and biologists.

A

review of the

literature revealed a consensus that food hoarding

behavior in rats is a response that serves a long-term

regulatory function and is distinct from food consumption.

This suggests that hoarding is independent of

the stimuli associated with the state usually referred
to as "hunger".

Conversely, insulin injected rats on

free-food will increase their immediate food intake,
but not emit hoarding responses (Bailey

&

Matty,

1972 )

The animals in the current study were never ob-

served to leave unconsumed pellets in the food tray.
This may be a consequence of the subjects not having
an available nest site to store the food, which is the

common arrangement in the physiological studies cited.
This may also suggest a possible benefit to using the

apparatus as a continuous experimental space with

modifications to permit food storage.
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However, the

observation that subjects immediately
consumed all of
their obtained pellets does suggest that

the ring pull

runs are to be understood as a phenomenon
different

from the use of the term by physiologists and ethologist.

if the behavior is to be understood as a hoard-

ing response, it should reveal itself to be sensitive
to the manipulations outlined above and if it did not,

alternative interpretations would be indicated.
Save Runs as Self-Control

At first blush the current results can only be

regarded as perplexing when examined in light of

nonhuman research in operant self-control paradigms.
It will be recalled that the predominant findings in

such research are twofold.

Given a choice between an

immediate small reinforcer and a larger delayed reinforcer, a subject tends to select the former.

In

common parlance, an impulsive response is occasioned.
The probability that impulsive behavior will yield to

self-control responses is increased as the delay in
the interval between the choice response and the

availability of both the more immediate (and smaller)
and the more delayed (and larger) reinforcer is increased.
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In the current study, subjects
were faced

with the functional equivalent of a
self-control
paradigm upon completion of each successive
ring pull
ratio whether at the beginning of a run or
after the

Nth completion in the run.

The available choice was

to accept the currently obtained number of reinforce-

ment opportunities and initiate lever responding on
the terminal link of the FR2 component for relatively

immediate food or water, or continue emitting ring
pull responses that would result in an increase in the

number of opportunities available as well as an increase in the delay to reinforcement.
From the perspective of a self-control paradigm,

subjects were therefore in the position of having a
smaller immediate reinforcement available with every
ring pull ratio completion.

According to the standard

self-control literature, if this analysis were correct
it would be expected that subjects would not emit

extended saves.

Stated differently, the self-control

literature implies that the proportional ratio schedule should generate impulsive behavior.

This is

consistent with the performance of R5, R6 and R7 is
inconsistent with the performance of the other subjects.

However, with the number of systematic repli-
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cations of the nonhuman self-control
literature and
the reliability of the findings, it
is most parsimonious to assume that an analysis strictly
in terms of
the standard self-control factors of delay
and rein-

forcement magnitude is probably wrong or at least
incomplete.

Other factors may be operating in the current case
to complicate an explanation of ring pull runs strictly in terms of immediate versus delayed reinforcement.

These include response effort factors, and the possi-

bility of control of ring pull runs by generalized

conditioned reinforcement effects.

Response "Effort"
Table

3

.

provided an approximate response cost

analysis for comparing the amount of responding (or
"effort") per reinforcement as a function of either

truncated or extended ring pull ratio runs.

It clear-

ly illustrates that subjects making extended ring pull

ratio runs would obtain a net savings in effort per

reinforcer over subjects completing short runs.

The

savings in effort for long ring pull runs accrue as a

function of those trips between the ring and the levers

which are obviated with each successive ring pull
completion.

This might be, in itself, a sufficient
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explanation for why some subjects completed
extended
ring pull runs.
it fails to account for the occurrence of short ring pull runs completed by the
same
subjects, however.

Correlated (and confounded) with additional travel
effort is additional travel time.

The average travel

time from the ring to either lever was presumably a

rough constant value and was consistently so brief
(under 1.0 s for all subjects in repeated anecdotal

observations) that it appeared unlikely to provide the

kind of extended delay needed to generate self-control

responses in terms consistent with the self-control
literature
If the subject made that round trip following

every ring pull ratio completion, however, then the

amount of time taken to obtain each successive rein-

forcement would be increased by a small but steadily

accumulating amount over successive obtained opportunities.

This would not affect delay between comple-

tion of any given ring pull ratio and initiation of

leverpressing or subsequent reinforcement presentation, since these values were presumably rough con-

stants, but subjects who completed short ring pull

runs and constantly made trips between the ring and
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the levers for each reinforcement
could reduce the
overall density of obtained
reinforcement in the 90 m
session.

Possibly the potentially reinforcing
effects of
decrease in accumulated travel time and effort

a

that

would result from extended ring pull runs were
offset
by the delay in reinforcement which was entailed by
such extended runs.

This may have led to the oscilla-

tions between short and long runs seen among those

subjects who completed extended runs.

(The oscilla-

tions may, however, reflect a preference for subjects
to experience variability when the option of doing so

presents itself and there are no clear advantages to

performing a task in one manner or another [Catania,
1980].)

Table

5

illustrates some of the costs and

benefits that were associated with extended and truncated ring pull runs.

Whether or not any one of these

factors was responsible for observed behavior would

require an empirical component analysis.

It is possi-

ble that they could act together in roughly equal

measure or that one factor could be primarily responsible.

It is also plausible that different factors

could affect individual subject behavior to greater or
smaller degrees.
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Table

5.

A comparison of potential costs and
benefits

of short and extended ring pull ratio
runs.

Ratio Run Length

Short

Costs

(0 saves)

>travel time/SR
>response effort/SR
<SR density/session
small SR

immediate SR

Long (multiple saves)

delayed SR

ctravel time/SR
<response effort/SR
>SR density/session
large SR

Benefits
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G eneralized Conditioned Reinforr^ ^i-

When a "neutral" stimulus such as

a

light or tone

is consistently presented as the
antecedent to a

potent eliciting reinforcer such as food or
water, the
stimulus may acquire conditioned reinforcing
properties.

If the conditioned reinforcer is presented
as a

reliable antecedent to a variety of unconditioned
reinforcers, it may acquire generalized reinforcing

properties (Estes, 1949; Donahoe

&

Wessells, 1980).

In such a case, owing to its history of pairing with

the presentation of various unconditioned reinforcers

each of which have reduced a variety of deprivation
conditions, e. g., "hunger", "thirst", and so on, the

formerly neutral stimulus may become an effective

discriminative stimulus and an effective reinforcer in
a wide range of conditions.

In addition, the re-

sponses leading to its production may become highly

probable in a wide range of circumstances and may
become quite resistant to extinction.

Such reinforc-

ers are said to be generalized conditioned reinforcers
(Skinner, 1953) and may function as such even in the

absence of deprivation conditions with respect to the

originally paired unconditioned reinforcers.

Money

and the attention of members of a verbal community are
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the prototypical examples of
generalized conditioned
reinforcers affecting a wide range of
human behavior
Sulzer-Azarof f & Mayer, 1991).
(

In the current study, ring pull
ratio completions

were reinforced by illumination of the lever
lights
and these signaled the availability of both food and
water.
(

it is reasonble to suppose that the brief

80.0 ms) flash of the ring light which occurred upon

completion of a ring pull ratio became a generalized

conditioned reinforcer for the behavior of ring pulling of some subjects.

Since it is known that the

interoceptive stimuli associated with the emission of

particular responses can become conditioned reinforcers, it is plausible that they can also come to exert

generalizable conditioned reinforcement effects when
reliably followed by a variety of powerfully conditioned or unconditioned reinforcers.

For those sub-

jects who did not emit extended save runs, it is

possible that their behavior of switching from ring
pulls to lever presses was controlled more by the
onset of lever lights serving as discriminative stimuli.
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C omparison to Human Performannp

The initial impetus for this
series of experiments
came from an anomalous research
finding.
Human research subjects in continuous environments,
when
exposed to a proportional reinforcement
schedule,

engaged in extended "bouts" of an instrumental
activity even after such behavior had produced an
abundant
supply of ready access to a contingent activity
(Brady, 1986; Brady, Bernstein, Foltin,

&

Nellis,

1988; Foltin, Fischman, Brady, Bernstein, Capriotti

Nellis

&

Kelly, 1990).

The currently reported study

was an attempt to assess whether or not a proportional

schedule of reinforcement, when applied to non-human
organisms, would generate similar relations between

instrumental and contingent activities.

Although that

particular question must on the whole be answered
negatively, the results were sufficiently anomalous in

their own right to warrant additional investigation.
The experience of the rats in the current study
was in some respects more like that of the human

subjects in the proportional schedules who were not

given any exteroceptive cues regarding the amount of

contingent activity acquired at any given point in
time by the instrumental activity completed at that-
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time.

in both the current study and
in the human

proportional schedule procedures, subjects
were provided with an exteroceptive cue indicating
the availability of the option to engage in the contingent
activity.

Although proportional reinforcement schedules

generated relatively extended bouts of instrumental
responding there were important differences between
their behavior and human performance reported under

proportional schedules.

Rats always completed the

consumption of available reinforcers in
eating or drinking.

a run of

Initiation of ring-pulling re-

sponses only occurred when the ring pull light became
the only available effective response option.

The

observation that rats in the current study did not
save as much as humans under proportional schedules,

however, raises questions regarding potential species
and procedural differences which can only be answered
by additional experiments.

The human subjects under

the proportional schedule were on time-based schedules

while the rats in the current study were on countbased schedules.

Replicating the current experiment

with rats on time based schedules would pose difficulties, although these would not be intractable.
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Repli -

eating the human experiments with
ratio schedules
would be an easier, although costlier,
task.

Although rats in the proportional schedule did
not
maintain a contingent excess as reported with human
subjects, there is nevertheless a possible parallel

with the human results.

The effects of the propor-

tional schedule on extended ring pull runs in rats may
be analogous to the proportional schedule effects

reported with human subjects.

In both human and rat

studies, proportional schedules have produced rela-

tively clear demonstrations of self-control-like
responding.

The magnitude of the effects appear to be

greater within a given species than other procedures

typically have produced for that species.

Thus,

although rats did not save as much as human subjects
when exposed to a proportional schedule, rats exposed
to a proportional schedule appear to have saved more

than rats or pigeons have under other operant selfcontrol procedures.

Therefore, while proportional

schedules may not induce rats to exhibit the degree of

self-control observed with human subjects they may
prove to be among the most effective contingencies

available for generating the vigorous examples of
self-control in a given species.
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Summary

The current report described a set of
experiments
and results demonstrating that a
proportional ratio

schedule of reinforcement produced behavior in
rats

which had features of self-control, savings, and
operhoarding

,

substantially in excess of any previous-

ly reported in the nonhuman operant literature.

Although the precise mechanisms by which this behavior
was generated remained undetermined, several possible

factors were ruled out and, significantly, the behavior was seen to be sensitive to reinforcement contin-

gencies

.

Systematic replications with rats should identify
the extent to which the current results are a product
of the specific strain and sex of subjects used, any

unique factors in the particular physical arrangement
of the experimental apparatus, the particular compo-

nent reinforcement schedules selected in the construction of a ratio-based proportional schedule or, possibly, the general properties inherent in the contingen-

cy requirements and the options specified by propor-

tional reinforcement schedules, themselves.

Although not emphasized in the current study, it
is apparent that the experimental environment de-
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veloped for this research provided a
habitat and
experimental methodology which may prove to

be of

potential utility in the investigation of a wide
range
of additional experimental questions.

Claude Bernard

(1957/1865) suggested that the development of a new

experimental apparatus was often worth any number of

philosophical explanatory systems.

The inherent

flexibility of the contingencies that can be arranged
in the current apparatus may prove useful for answer-

ing a variety of experimental questions about complex

behavior in quasi-naturalistic settings where precise
control of putative independent variables is required.
It may certainly be used to address a number of the

questions raised by the current findings.

Of equal

importance, it appears unlikely that the current

findings would have been investigated without an

apparatus sharing many of the same features.
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